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 JAMESTOWN, Virginia--- A Hurricane
(Isabel) destroyed $11 million
worth of  Jamestown settlement
artifacts in early October, 2003.
    Experts, working to piece to-
gether parts of the collection, es-
timated to contain nearly 900,000
items of archaeological artifacts,
photographs, papers and other
items, say it will take at least  three
years to fix.
    Jamestown, the first permanent
English settlement in the U.S., is
considered the birthplace of
America.
    This is the place where the first
shipload of Black slaves were
brought in 1555 by the English
Trader, John Hawkins.
   Messenger Elijah Muhammad
taught that Allah (God) would
used the forces of Nature (rain,
hail, snow and earthquakes) to
destroy America   (modern
Babylon) and that after the de-
struction,  nothing will be left of
it, just as nothing was left of an-
cient Babyon or Sodom and
Gormmorah, or any of the other
places that were destroyed by God.
    We have no historical artifacts
from these places. The only thing
we know of these  past (evil) civi-
lizations is that they practiced evil
and so they were destroyed by
God. During an interview with
Buzz Anderson (available on
video tape) Messenger Elijah
Muhammad said, �We have had,
according to the Teachings of Al-
mighty God, Allah, many gods
that set up worlds in the past and
they had civilization of this or that

Hurricane Destroys
Jamestown Artifacts

type but when the next one comes
in, this is all erased so you won�t
pattern after the other man, you
see? And the same goes for this
world.�
   �When this world is destroyed,
you won�t be able to get nothing
from it. Like the Bible teaches
you. It says,  It will be destroyed
and all it�s works, meaning every-
thing.
   Like this. You won�t have a pic-
ture of the lamp. You will have to
make your own lamp. This was
for this god in this world. Now
you must build, from your brain,
yourself another world .and every-
thing is different.
   You are not allowed to pattern
after the other because they  de-
stroy all the markings and signs
of it. All the libraries are de-
stroyed.
    As you today, and I, know that
according to history, Noah, his
people were destroyed and there
was a few towns and cities there
and we have no knowledge of
their civilization. No more than
just a word or two, here and there.
    Sodom and Gomorrah was de-
stroyed, but you have no knowl-
edge of their history because there
was none saved.
   The library was burned up. And
therefore you can�t get no knowl-
edge of  how they carried on. Only
that they were wicked.
   That�s all we know, is that they
did this kind of wickedness. But
how they built, what they built,
how they formed or made this or
that, No. We don�t get that.�

SUPREME WISDOM

   One of the chief purposes of Islam in America is to
bring about unity of our people. Unity is the
purpose of the Coming of Allah (God) and also the
judgement of the world. There is nothing that my
people (the so-called Negroes) need more than unity.
When this is achieved, we would have a greater
weapon in our hands and possession than all the
atomic bombs the West can manufacture.
   Unite, my people, and regardless of your faiths
and beliefs, form yourselves into one Nation of
Brotherhood (the love and help of each other). You
will see that unity will solve the greater  part of your
problems before you know it.

By Messenger Elijah Muhammad

Unity of our people will give us
greater power than atomic bombs

CINCINNATI, Ohio --What was your
first reaction to the video-taped
beating death of Brother Natheniel
Jones?
     Did you think �The Brother
was wrong too, he provoked the
police to beat him, they just over
did it�.
    But what about the news report
of how incident started in the first
place?
   According to initial media re-
ports, The struggle occurred early
in the morning of November 30,
2003, after an employee at a White
Castle called 911 to report that a
man had passed out on the lawn
outside.
   Emergency personnel arrived
and reported that the man was
awake and �becoming a nui-
sance,� according to police radio
transmissions.
    The first two arriving officers
were shown on a police video
striking Jones after he ignored or-
ders to �stay back,� took a swing
at an officer and put his arm
around one�s neck.
   The officers later knocked Jones
to the ground and fell on him, as
they were joined by several other
officers who beat him with night-
sticks, yelling, �Put  your hands
behind your back!� as they hand-
cuffed him.
   We already know how closely
the Emergency Medical staff and
the police department work. They
are like husband and wife.
   My first thoughts were, if the
Brother was sleeping, what was
the technique used to wake him
up? Did paramedics kick him,
stun-gun or club him to wake him
up?
   There are ways you can wake a
person up, right in the comfort of
his own bed, that will insight vio-
lence in the person who was

asleep.
   White police, all over this coun-
try, have a history of  police bru-
tality against Black people.
   You don�t have to be trying to
fight them back for them to use
excessive force.
   Can you imagine how hard it
must be for a Black man to put
his hands behind his back while
getting beat upside his head by
white police officers with lead-
based night sticks? Especially af-
ter seeing Rodney King get beat
by police after he had submitted?
    Do you remember the news
footage  of Dr. Martin Luther
King�s �nonviolent� protests
where the fire department and the
police department ganged up and
used high powered water hoses,
the same type of clubs they used
to kill Nathaniel Jones, and dogs
to attack Black demonstrators?
   What did you think just after re-
ports came out  December 3rd
from Hamilton County Coroner,
Carl Parrott, that a struggle with
police was the �primary cause� in
the death of  Jones, but that he
suffered from an enlarged heart,
obesity and had intoxicating lev-
els of cocaine, PCP and methanol
in his blood?
   Parrott said the death will be
ruled a homicide, but added that
such a ruling �should not be in-
terpreted as implying inappropri-
ate behavior or the use of exces-
sive force by police.� Did Parrott
think we forgot that Homicide rul-
ings are issued when someone dies
at the hands of another person.?
  My final thought on this is that
the Black man is going to remain
in the condition of being  put in a
position for the white man to con-
tinue to beat him to death until he
wakes up and accepts the fact that
the white man is the devil.

What do you think of the
Beating Death of the Black
Brother in �Sincinnati�?

    We want to be recognized as
citizens, though they have never
made us citizens. And we can�t
be made citizens.
    According to their own law, we
never could be. As they have
declared in their first slavery code
of law that no aboriginal could
ever be  an American citizen.
   And we have been treated
according to that code of law. And
we can not be by Divine Law.
   If we were to go in to the facts
about it, we are not the equal of
the American white man, nor are
we a citizen along with him here.
   We are an alien in the country.
We are aliens and not citizens.
And this is truth that we just have
to admit and not try to  hide to
make some poor black brother,
there,  feel good that he is a citizen
or called a citizen and that he has
equal rights.
    This is only like telling a child
to go to sleep on the 24th night of
December and that tomorrow
morning you will wake up and the
Santa Claus will have your
presents in your stockings, while
that�s the Santa Claus that�s
talking.
   Well, the child, when he grows
up he learns that. Well, the same
as it is with us.
  We have had a lot of Santa Claus
teaching was not anything but
pacifiers. And , now, we want
something permanent.
  The present leaders that are
trying to get something better or
the condition of our people to be
bettered by the government, they
are doing the best they can.
    But that is not something that
we can rely upon as being
permanent for us, as the
government changes every four
years or is subject to a change.
   But the Constitution, as I say,
is something that was wrote up for
the white people and the good in
it is for the white people and not
for his slaves, as we were slaves
at the time it was wrote up.

Saying Ex-Slaves  are
citizens of America is
Santa Claus Teachings

By
Messenger Elijah Muhammad
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 GEORGIA--Marcus Dixon, an 18-
year-old Black boy, is in the Geor-
gia State Penitentiary serving a
maximum 15-year sentence, for
having sex  with a 15-year-old
white girl, at the public high
school they both attended.
  Dixon, was arrested Feb.13,
2003, charged with rape. Other
charges included imprisonment,
sexual battery, aggravated assault
and child molestation.

Black boy thrown in prison for having
consensual sex with a white girl

   Jurors acquitted Dixon of all
forcible rape charges. However,
the child molestation charge that
Floyd County District Attorney,
John McClellan, attached to the
case �forced� jurors to find Dixon
guilty based on the law against
having sex with someone under 16
years old.
   Many of the jurors  said later
that they were shocked by the se-
verity of the sentence.

CHESAPEAKE, Virginia--In the Name
of Allah Who came in the Person
of Master Fard Muhammad, and
In the Name of His Last and
Greatest Messenger, The Most
Honorable Elijah Muhammad.

 I recently read a book, that bears
witness to Messenger Elijah
Muhammad�s Teaching that the
white woman would be the devil�s
(white man�s) last trick against
the Black man.

   On page 34 of the book, THE
WARRIOR METHOD (A
Program for Rearing Healthy
Black Boys),  written by Raymond
A. Winbush, Ph.D.,  quotes the
following excerpt from a speech
given by South African president
P. W. Botha on August 18, 1985 :
    �...Our Combat Unit is now
training special white girls in the
use of slow poisoning drugs. Ours
is not a war where we can use the
atomic bomb to destroy the
Blacks, so we must use our
intelligence to effect this. The
person-to-person encounter can
be very effective. as the records
show that the black man is dying
to go to bed with the white

My young brothers, do not grab
these blue-eyed gals of his. They
are doing this today
to get you away
from the God of
your salvation. The
girl has been taught
a long time, so
when this day
comes that she will
sweet-heart with
you and she will
blind you to the
knowledge of the
time so that you
won�t recognize
what she is doing.
   She will make you think that
�We just now realized that we
have to live as one people�. And
you, yet blind, you will say, �Yes,
Yes, that�s right!� But No!
Understand what she means �
that �The time has arrived, now,
that I will make you to think that
I�m in love with you. I will marry
you. You will marry me. But you
are heading for hell. I will try to
ENTICE YOU, work on the very
nature of you. I will go nude in

front of you.� Think over that! He
gives them the woman corrupting

themselves. That�s here, in your
Bible.
   My beloved Brothers, I say Flee
from her! She�s a Universal
Delilah! That�s what that was put
in your Bible for. See how Delilah
deceived Samson, the strongest
man?
You are, yet, the strongest man.
You are, yet, the wisest man, but
no one has brought you back to
the wise wisdom of yourself and
the strength that it will do and

produce others to succumb at your
feet. This little atom, God raised

up from you to teach
you these things.
There is nothing
secret, now, about
them. God has
revealed the secret of
them. And that
secret is in the head
of the man you are
looking at now.
They are made un-
alike to attract you.
Their father, Yacub,
who made them, he
was the founder of

un-alike attracts and like repels.
And, now the only way that he can
get his people to attract you. And
so they are using it, boldly, today,
to get you to go to hell with them.
They know they can�t over come
the Black God. They know that.
Because He made them. So he tells
his women, �Go, now, and attract
them, tempt them, so that they will
believe with us and become
deserving of hell fire like we are.
This is what he�s doing.

woman, here is our unique
opportunity...We have received a
new supply of prostitutes from
Europe and America...�
    Rumors persist among South
African blacks that paid white
prostitutes (some with AIDS)
were widely used by the apartheid
regime.

   They were literally advertised
for, after they had contracted
AIDS in places such as
Amsterdam, New York and
London, and imported to South
Africa.

Book reveals white women used
as �weapons� against Black Men

WWWWWhite hite hite hite hite WWWWWoman:oman:oman:oman:oman:
The Universal Delilah
By Messenger Elijah Muhammad
 Excerpt from �Theology of Time� Lecture (Available on Audio Cassette tape)

The Story of Samson and Delilah Found in
the Bible at Judges, Chapter 16. Judges 16: 4-
5 reads: �And it came to pass afterward, that
he loved a woman in the valley of Sorek, whose
name was Delilah.� �And the lords of the
Philistines came up unto her, and said unto her,
Entice him, and see wherein his strength lieth,
and by what means we may bind him; and we
will give thee every one of us eleven hundred
pieces of silver.�

By
Brother Kareem Sharieff
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Job of the Bible is a Good Representation of Us
   In the Name of Allah, Who
came in the Person of  Master Fard
Muhammad. I forever thank Him
for raising up His Last and Great-
est Messenger, The Most Honor-
able Elijah Muhammad (peace be
upon him).
   As-Salaam-Alaikum (peace be
unto you).
     The Book of Job in the Bible
clearly backs up Messenger Elijah
Muhammad�s teachings that God
gave the devil permission to rule
the righteous.
     This Book (Job 1:1) starts out
describing how Job �was perfect
and upright, and one that feared
God and eschewed evil.�
    In verses 10 and 11 Satan (the
devil) tells God that that if He
(God) would remove His protec-
tion (hedge) from Job that Satan
would cause Job to curse God to
His face.
   By the second chapter, verses 6
and 7, we find �And the Lord said
unto Satan, Behold he is in thine
hand, but save his life.�
   In other words,  God to the devil
that he could do anything he
wanted to do God�s righteous ser-
vant except completely kill him.
    �So went Satan forth from the
presence of the Lord, and smote
Job with sore boils from the sole
of his foot unto his crown.�
   Job goes through all kinds of af-
flictions at the hand of the devil
(Satan) and by the 10th Chapter
Job  admits, �I am full of confu-
sion�, and hates his condition so
much that he wishes for physical
death to take him out of the mis-
ery he is suffering.
   Jobs friends see his suffering and
assume that he must not be as
righteous as they thought he was
since  he was suffering  and in
such a bad state of condition. And
that the Job must somehow de-
serve what they preceived as pun-
ishment because of some wrong he
had committed.
   Even his wife turned on him and
told him to �curse your God and
die�.
   After Job completed his limited
time of affliction by the devil, God
accepted him has his servant and
blessed him with �twice as much
as he had before�.
   Our people suffered the worst
treatment of any people in the his-
tory of civilization, and for 400
years. We were kidnapped from
our home (in Africa), enslaved,
beaten, burned, whipped, raped,

babies cut of the womb of their
mothers, and taught to hate black
and love white. We were ruined,as
a people from the sole of our feet
(physically) to the crown (and
mentally).
   Because of our low and out-
casted condition, we are looked
upon by all other Nations as not
being people of God, and as un-
worthy even to be called people of
God.
   But Messenger Elijah Muham-
mad taught that the Black man
and woman were righteous by na-
ture (perfect and upright in the be-
ginning), but that we have been
made other than our own self  by
the devil (Satan/the white man).
   He taught us how the Devil was
allowed to rule us for 6,000 years,
but that now his time was up and
that Allah came, in the Person of
Master Fard Muhamamd, to save
us from the afflictions the devil
had caused us to suffered, which
includes  hatred of ourselves, be-
cause of our condition, the desire
to kill our own sleves (each other),
with guns, knives and eating the
wrong food, and confusion of the
mind (belief in spooks, spirits,
coming back to life after a phyical
death, etc.)
   Even some of our women turned
on us and looked down on us be-
cause of our condition, like Job�s
wife.
  All these things are a result of
our being in the hands of our open
enemy, the devil (white man).
   And just as it was hard for Job�s
friends to believe that he was a
righteous servant of Allah, while
he was in his affliction, it is hard
for us and others to believe that
we are righteous servants of God,
because, right now, we don�t look
like rigtheous servants.
    But Allah has raised up a Mes-
senger from among us. And he
began teaching us how to clean
ourselves up. So that we can take
our rightful place as His people.
  In the book, Message to the
Blackman in America, the Mes-
senger tells us, in the very first
chapter: �He (devil), the god of
evil, was made to rule the nations
of the earth for 6,000 years, and
naturally he would not teach obe-
dience to a God other  than him-
self.
    So, a knowledge of the true God
of Righteousness was not repre-
sented by the devils. The true God
was not to be made manifest to the

people until the god of evil (devil)
has finished or lived out his time,
which was allowed to deceive the
nations (read Thess. 2:9-10, Rev.
20:3, 8-10).�
   The Messenger goes on to tell
us: �Allah (God) loves us, the so-
called Negoes (Tribe of Shabazz,)
so that He will give lives for our
sake today. Fear not, you are no
more forsaken. God is in person,
and stop looking for a dead Jesus
for help, but pray to Him whom
Jesus prophesied would come af-
ter Him. He who is alive and not
a spook.�
  The Messenger says Allah
�wants to be known, it is His en-
emy (the devil) who does  not want
God to be known to you and me.
Do you refer to God as He, Him!
These pronouns refer to a man. Do
you say that you want to be like
Him. Surely you don�t want to be
a spirit without form, as spirits
have no material form. Your God
and my God is a material Being -
the Supreme Being.�
   Satan told God that  the things
that he would make Job suffer,
would cause Job to curse God. But
he was wrong. Job suffered the af-
flictions and came out of it still
loving and fearing the God.

The Messenger said in the first
chapter of Message To the
Blackman: �The enemies of God
today are the same as they were
thouands of years ago - thinking
they will be the winner against
Him.�
    Every time a Black man accepts
the Teachings of Messenger Elijah
Muhammad and cleans himself up

from the filth of white man (ly-
ing, cheating, stealing, back-bit-
ing, arguing, fighting and killing
one another, drinking, smoking,
getting high, fornicating, and
comitting adultery) we prove to
ourselves and the world that we
are truly the righteous servants of
God and that the white man is the
devil.
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Philadelphia, Penn.--Do not let
the arch deceivers, deceive you
about the Teachings of the Most
Honorable Elijah Muhammad,
when they say they find contradic-
tion in Messenger Elijah
Muhammad's teachings that "Mu-
hammad, an Arab, was a member
of the Black Nation." (The Su-
preme Wisdom, Vol.1) and that
"Prophet Muhammad was a white
man." (-Theology of Time.)
 The Hon. Elijah Muhammad's
teachings that the white man is the
devil are deeper than just skin
color.
For instance when we speak of
Yacub, we are taught that he was
born of the original Black nation
and that he was a Black man. But
we were also taught that he went
against the teachings of righteous-

ness and his original self, so we
do not speak of him as a member
of the Nation of Islam or the Origi-
nal Black Nation. We  refer to him
as �The Father of the Devils�.
   He was in opposition to the
Original Black Nation, even
though he was born of the origi-
nal Black nation. Therefore he was
not considered a member. He gave
up his membership when he
started fighting against God. And
this was not because of his skin
color. It was because of his choice
to rebel.
  Jesus was called a Jew, but he was
of the Nation of Islam, the Black
nation. A servant of Allah and a
Prophet. Just as Moses, Abraham,
Lot, Solomon, and David etc. All
were of the Black nation or the
Original Nation, the Nation of Is-

No Contradiction in Messenger�s Teachings on
Prophet Muhammad of 1400 years ago

By Sister Telijah Muhaddath
lam, the Nation of Peace.
     The white race is not equal
with the darker people because the
white race was not created by the
God of righteousness. The white
race is not a created people; they
are a made people. They were
made by Yacub, an original black
man, who is from the Creator.
    Jesus told the Jews (white
people) this in the Bible, in John
8:44 �Ye are of [your] father the
devil, and the lusts of your father
ye will do. He was a murderer
from the beginning, and abode not
in the truth, because there is no
truth in him. When he speaketh a
lie, he speaketh of his own: for he
is a liar, and the father of it.�
    He told the Jews that they were
from the race of devils and that
thier father was a devil (Yacub).
Not because of the way that he

looked, but by what he thought
and did.
    Yacub, the father of the devils,
made the white race a race of dev-
ils by murdering black babies. His
goal was to make a race in com-
plete opposition to the God of
truth, so he taught them lies and
made them enemies of the darker
people of the earth. The white race
is not made by nature to accept
righteousness. They know
rightesouness but they cannot be
righteous.
      In his book, Message to the
Blackman in America, the Mes-
senger even refers to Yacub as a
devil. On page 134  The Messen-
ger writes: �The white race is not,
and never will be, the chosen
people of Allah (God). They are
the chosen people of their father
Yakub, the devil.�

   The Muhammad of 1400 years
ago was trained and taught by the
Original God, Allah, through His
servant, Gabriel, and was commis-
sioned by Allah to be a Prophet.
   The Prophets form a long line
of servants of Allah. All the ser-
vants of Allah form one nation-
The Nation of Islam, which is the
original black nation.
    So when the Hon. Elijah Mu-
hammad speaks of the Muham-
mad of 1400 years ago as being a
member of the Black Nation, he
is totally correct, according to the
scriptures; both Bible and Quran.
    Muhammad may have been
white, but he was a member of the
Nation of the servants of Allah,
the Nation of Islam, the Original
Black nation.

Join the Many Muslim Sisters
Who have learned to sew

In Just 3 Easy Lessons

Learn to sew Your
Own 3-piece Garment

$10.00 per Lesson

At a time convenient
for you!

When completed,
you have sewn

your own
3-piece Garment! Call (313) 922-0801
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Minister Muntaquin Ali

Sister Shahrazad Ali
Has
Done
it again!

�Men living on the
DOWN-LOW are

Spreading HIV to
their wives and
girlfriends At

alarming rates,
threatening the

health and
survival  of every
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planet - especially

WOMEN OF
COLOR!�

To Order Shahrazad�s New Book,
�How To Tell if Your Man is Gay or Bisexual�

CALL:  313-922-0801

By Minister Muntaquin Ali

Finally a Book Written on the Life
of Messenger Elijah Muhammad

by Someone Who Really Knew
Him and Loved Him!

To Order  Your Copy of
�Evolution of the Nation of Islam, The Story
of The Honorable Elijah Muhammad�

By The Messenger�s Grandson,
Brother Jesus Muhammad Ali

CALL 313- 922-0801

Philadelphia, Penn.--In The Most
Holy Name Of Allah, Who Came
In The Person Of Master Fard
Muhammad. And in the Name of
His Last and Greatest Messenger,
The Most Honorable Elijah
Muhammad.
I Greet All believers of this truth,
and readers of Muhammad Speaks
with As-Salaam-Alaikum.
   With a church on almost every
corner, and so-called holy people
on TV, radio, and now the
internet,  ask yourself why is Allah
letting this country suffer so
much?
   When I look at what this country
(U.S.A.) has become, all I can say
is that The Most Honorable Elijah
Muhammad was right.
   He said in his lecture called,
�The Judgement of the world is
now�, that America will be paid
back for all the wrong, unjust
things and crimes she has done to
us. For instance:  Right here in
Philadelphia the Mayor (John
Street) is Black. His office got
bugged and it leaked to the press
just weeks before the City votes for
Mayor again. Absolute disrespect
of the Black Man just like the
Lamb said.
   Look at this example, two
woman wounded in �operation
Iraq freedom�. One white and one
Black. The white one gets full and
complete disability, while the
Black Sister only gets half.     Both
laid their life on the line, but race
matters here. No justice for the
Black once slave.
   America has given false
information to the world for the
purpose of a premeditated strike
on a Muslim Country (Iraq). Now
the whole world sees America as
a true liar and untruthful country.

Stuck in a war that will bleed the
life blood out of America, with his
poor black slave over there with
him,
 My heart aches, to see my poor
Black Brothers and Sisters getting
shot and killed for a nation that
don�t give a darn about them.
Then they must return to the same
hell that they left. What a Shame
to trade oil for blood. This is the
most expensive oil I�ve ever seen.
How about you?
  The Most Honorable Elijah
Muhammad said  the government
of America does not think she will
be paid back but she will. And the
Holy Qur�an teaches that the
wages of sin is death. Eighty-seven
(87) billion is only the start of what
this devil will have to pay. He
really thought he would go into
Iraq, and just take the oil. You
know, like he just went into Africa
and took us. But the Bible teaches
us that The Son of Man will
destroy this devil and give this
Kingdom to His once slave.
Remember Messenger Elijah
Muhammad has said that this
Country can not win a war against
Islam.
   George Bush says, �God Bless
America�, But God is cursing
America. Allah (God),  Who came
in the Person of Master Fard
Muhammad, has declared that this
devil must be removed. Fire all up
and down the East Coast. Over a
thousand homes burned. Land
destroyed by fire. People burning
up running from the flames, some
died. Now floods up and down the
East Coast. Cars and trucks
floating away. High winds
blowing trees down on people and
killing them. Power-outages,
understaffed rescue companies

America Fast Learning: The
Wages of Sin is Death

and all this is the will of God.
  Allah is coming heavy on this
devil right now. There is nothing
that any of us can do but expect
Allah�s Judgement.
   The worst is yet to come.
Separate from the devil or be
destroyed with him, so says
Messenger Elijah Muhammad.
Now more than ever we must stop
this game called, �I�m the new
leader� and unite under the
Programs and leadership of the
Messenger of Allah (The
Honorable Elijah Muhammad).
 Please let us unite.

Your Brother In Truth
Min Al - Muntaquin Ali

Avon
By Sister Malika Muhammad
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WHAT ISLAM HAS DONE FOR ME

CINCINNATI, Ohio--In the name
of Allah Master Fard
Muhammad, and Messenger
Elijah Muhammad.....
As-salaam alaikum,
    The Willie Lynch Syndrome is
still in effect. Even among the
Muslims!
   The younger generation is
finding it very hard to  deal with
and relate to the older generation.
    We are somewhat turned off by
you.
    Many, if not most of the elders
seem to be extremely arrogant
towards us.
    It�s as if they think that
because they were in the ranks
during the time of the Messenger,
they are better than everyone else.
   There are NO  big I�s and little
you�s in Islam.
    As a matter of fact, I think alot
can be said for someone who has
never seen the Messenger, never
saw a real Muhammad Speaks
newspaper, Never saw the
nation�s factories, a boats, a
grocery stores or schools but can
still stand up to the world and say
that they bear witness that there
is no God but Allah, that His
name is Master Fard Muhammad,
that the Hon. Elijah Muhammad
is His Messenger, and that his
coming indicates the destruction
of this world.
   Someone like that seems like a
baaaaaad brother or sister to me.
    To believe nowadays is to stand
alone in a vast sea of disbelievers
and hypocrites sometimes being
hours from another who believes
like you.
   That takes dedication, strength
and love of truth.
   Yes the believers prior to 75
paved the way  and deserve lots
of respect but don�t get it twisted!
   Many pre-75 people are just
NOW getting back on posts that
they abandoned years ago.
    If they had stayed on post I may
have NEVER tasted pork in the
first place. I may NEVER have
celebrated Christmas. I may have

NEVER said the pledge of
Allegiance. I might have even
been born with dark skin. It�s  that
real.
   See it�s easy to point an arrogant
finger at the younger ones because
we are different than you, but look
at  the four pointing back at you.
   We are a different breed. We
must be, we are from a different
environment. All praise is due to
Allah!
   We have never had a hedge
around us and it is my belief that
many of us will not fall and repeat
the mistakes of the past because
of that.
   The older ones should see the
beauty in the spirit and strength
of us and IF you see us in error
help us see it in the same manner
the Messenger did.
   At the Laborer�s meeting he
corrected many people but he
never  �beat down� anyone or
tried to lower anyone. That is
counter productive.
   Why would you want to lower
your brother? Don�t you know
after 40 or more years that you are
weakening YOURSELF by doing
that?
    No one will listen to you as
long as you talk down to them.
   Remember that THIS IS THE
GENERATION  THAT YOU
PRODUCED!
   Be it from your works or neglect
thereof.
   I know that I will get slack from
this post but so be it. It  needs to
be said..... from the mouths of
babes...
    Actually this is something that
has been bothering me for quite
some time, not just because of the
male/female debate. I see some
relevence in both positions of that
debate.
   This post comes from just life
experience.
   It just seems like �elders� look
down on anyone with a �different�
view of things.
   Now some would say, �Well
there is only one view and that is

the Messenger�s�.
   Now there is truth to that, but I
can�t trust anyone to tell me what
his view was EXCEPT him.
    Now some call me a home
grown Muslim and shun me for
that. That�s fine.
   I have had the priviledge to
meet many pre-75  Muslims some
even in my own family, but
everyone has a different story.
   Everything from big issues (did
the Messenger teach so and so in
secret counsels with the laborers)
to the smallest details (can MGT
wear red).
   When we hear these conflicts in
their stories we decide that we
can�t rely on  anyone but Allah
and His Messenger, because
everyone today has  some
corruption in them (some more
than others) and there is no one
here physically to check any of
them.
   There is no  univeral agreement
in what went on pre- 75.
 That is the position of many of
the young ones and some of the
old ones too.
   We seem to be looked down on
or dismissed like  hooligans or riff
raff.
  It takes a great strength to stay
in this by yourself.
   There is no real brotherhood or
sisterhood anymore. You may find
it with one or two people but
definitely not on a wide scale.
  There is no unity, and from my
vantage  point it�s not those of us
that aren�t in the Temple causing
it.
   It�s the my daddy (minister) can
whup yo� daddy (minister)
attitude that keeps it going for the
most part. That and the
Messenger being dead or alive.
   I just pray that some of the  older
believers would think really hard
and appreciate the  heart it takes
for one who has NEVER
witnessed unity or real
accomplishments amongst the
Muslims to still want to be with
them because of the purity of their

love for Master Fard  Muhammad
and his Messenger.
   Realize many of you got into it
partially because of the
businesses, the unity, and the

sense of belonging.
  You were impressed because you
had never seen  black power

The younger generation is finding it very hard to
deal with and relate to the older generation

By Sister Angela Shabazz

�I just pray that some of the  older believers
would think really hard and appreciate the
heart it takes for one who has NEVER
witnessed unity or real accomplishments
amongst the Muslims to still want to be with
them because of the purity of their love for
Master Fard  Muhammad and his Messenger.�

-----Sister Angela Shabazz

The Internet
Learn and Study the Messenger�s Teachings

Read Letters Written by The Messenger
View Rare Nation of Islam Pictures

 Visit:
Muhammad Speaks Website
www.muhammadspeaks.com

Purchase Nation of Islam Souvenirs
Right through your Computer

Visit

Muhammad Speaks Online Store
www.muhammadspeaks.bizhosting.com

Read the Messenger�s Books
 And Hear the Messenger�s Audio Tapes

Right through your Computer

Visit

Seventhfam Websites
www.seventhfam.com

Continued on Page 16

This article reprinted from the Seventhfam Message Board
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Sister Samirah Muhsin

DETROIT, Michigan--When we
hear the Messenger�s teaching we
have a choice to accept or reject
it.
   Those of us who accept have  a
responsibility to strive to
understand his teaching.
Accepting is not enough.
   Being passive in our learning is
not going to get us the
understanding we need to defend
and share the teaching of
Messenger Elijah Muhammad.
   One can slip into a pattern of
passive learning very easy. I did.
   I went to Temple meeting every
Sunday. Read Message To The
Blackman and other books, but I
began to realize that it was not
enough,  when I continued to have
questions and had to ask someone
to answer them.
   I asked so many questions I
begin to get angry at myself
because I  had become so passive
in learning the Messenger�s
teaching.
   I needed to become more active
and find out for myself.
   I am sure the answer to my
questions were plainly somewhere
in the Messenger�s many books,
audio tapes, and videos.
   I have found that it takes time
and effort to study the teachings
and have the information stick and
be understand able to you.
   Sometimes its easy to pick up a
pattern of reading book and not
understanding not making
connections, not thinking about
the subject and how it relates to
you or other subjects. That is not
studying.
   Some people learn different than
others. If you find a learning style
that�s right for you, studying can
be enjoyable and fulfilling.
  There are visual learners, who
learn from pictures, written words,
and video.
 Some people are auditory
learners. They learn more
comfortably from hearing
information, discussions, lectures,
and tapes.
 Tactile learning is something all
believers go through. Its learning
through doing.
 Believers practice the teachings

everyday and learn from it.
   A person may have one or more
of these learning styles.
 Fortunately for us, the Messenger
did not leave one stone un-turned.
There are books, audio tapes and
video tapes. Something for every
one. Also believers are making it
easier by combining a lot of
information on the world wide
web.
    There are other sources that
help guide in understanding, and
reinforcing the Messenger
teachings.
  I have found that dictionaries,
help in understanding specific
words encyclopedias, science
books, and history books, all help
you to research and understand
specific topics.
   This kind of studying and
searching for understanding helps
you as a believer.
   It also helps when talking with
others Muslims and non-Muslims.
   Studying makes a stronger
believer because then you are able
to stand on your own knowledge
and not someone elses.
  You know what the Messenger
taught. And you know where and

how to back His teachings up with
facts and history that you have
researched yourself.
   Instead of saying, �Sister so and
so said...� or �Brother what�s his
name told me...�, you will be able
to say, �The Messenger said...� or
�The Messenger taught...�
   Knowing The Messenger�s
Teachings, firsthand,  helps to
fight the hypocrites and
disbelievers because then you  will
know you have a strong weapon,
Truth.
  Truth is what helped to bring us
out of the  passive acceptance of
the teachings of Christianity. The
religion where we took everything
the devil taught without a second
guess or question.
   Let�s leave that way behind and
strive hard to be well informed
Muslims.
   When we first heard the
Teachings of Islam, it caused us
to question the things we had been
told by the preacher of
Christianity. Had it been the truth,
it would have withstood our
questions.
 The Lesson Book  Teaches us that
�History is best qualified to reward

By
Sister Samirah Muhsin

Don�t slip into a pattern of passive learning

us for our research�.
  One thing I have seen and
learned, since accepting The
Teachings of Messenger Elijah
Muhammad, is how easily
misunderstanding and confusion
is brought about because passive
believers sit by and let �Minister
such and such� teach them
�Hislam� instead of Islam, as  The
Last Messenger of Allah, The

Most Honorable Elijah
Muhammad taught it.
  Let�s search The Messengers
books, audio tapes, video tapes,
and articles and learn to back his
Teachings up with Scripture,
history, science, and current
events, for our own selves, so we
can, all, be confident in our beliefs
and have a good fact-based
understanding of  our religion.

�NO MAN CAN
ENSLAVE ANOTHER

WHO HAS EQUAL
KNOWLEDGE�

Words of Messenger Elijah Muhammad
Transcribed from a Video-taped interview
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OAKLAND, Cali.--A follower of the
Honorable Elijah Muhammad for
over 30 years, Dr. Yusuf Ali Bey
opened Your Bakery in the sixties.
He changed the name from Your
Bakery to Your Black Muslim
Bakery.
Your Black Muslim Bakery Inc.
sold brown bread (wheat bread)
when you couldn�t get it at the
supermarket.  In spite of being
shot, burned down and losing all
of his customers, Dr. Bey
maintained his faith and
continued to serve his community
under the direction of the
Messenger.
Dr. Yusuf Bey did not stop at just

a bakery, he continued to build
industry and provide our
community with an example of
independent Black ownership. He
founded a school Elijah�s
Educational Center which has
been educating children for over
thirty years educates children from
pre-school to the twelfth grade,

and charges little or no tuition.
Many of the students attend
because the public school system
has failed them
Dr. Bey started a security
company,  Universal Distributors,
that has been providing security
throughout California for the past
thirty years.  Dr. Bey�s leadership
made UD Security unique. Under
his direction his staff  received
weekly training sessions that
included anger management,
non-aggressive security strategies,
self defense, physical
conditioning, the art of proper
planning, life skills management
and much more.  UD�s motto in

security is �Safety and security the
righteous way�.  The staff wears
suits, are clean-cut, and carry
themselves in a respectful manner.
   Dr. Bey also founded a holistic
health and hygiene market that
sells organic produce and hygiene
products free from commercial
poisons.  And a Healing Arts

The Nation of Islam
Remembers Dr. Yusuf Bey

Resource Center which provides
colonics and ozone therapy.
   Dr. Yusuf Bey provided the
resources to open up this market
due to the inspirational teachings
of the Most Honorable Elijah
Muhammad.
   Dr Bey worked tirelessly to
develop an economic corridor with
the businesses he  established.
    For nearly four decades, Dr. Bey
endured the persecution of the
justice system, the ungratefulness
of those he served and the love and
admiration of a few.
  The Believers in Messenger
Elijah Muhammad�s Teachings
will never forget the good works
of Dr. Yusuf Ali Bey (peace  be
upon him).

Dr. Yusuf Ali Bey
December 21, 1935- October 1, 2003

BROOKLYN, New York--In the
Name of Allah,the all wise,true
and living God - the One who
came to us in the person of Master
Fard Muhammad, to whom all
Holy praises is due forever,and in
the name of His Last and greatest
messenger, the Hon. Elijah
Muhammad, I greet my beloved
Brothers and Sisters with the
Nations greeting of Peace and
Paradise, As-Salaam-Alaikum.
    The Hon. Elijah Muhammad
taught us that Allah, Himself, to
this wilderness of North America
in the year 1930, July 4th, to find
the lost sheep,the so-called
Negroes, the ones who were made
1000% blind, deaf and dumb by
the whiteman, the devil.
     The Messenger taught us that
Allah would put us in heaven
overnight; with money, good
homes, and friendship in all walks
of life!
   In the Bible, the book of Genesis
15: 13-14, Allah says to Abram
�know of a surety that thy seed
shall be a stranger in a strange
land that is not theirs, and shall

serve them; and they shall afflict
them  four hundred years. And
also that nation, whom they shall
serve, will I judge: and afterward
shall they come out with great
substance�.
   If we have understanding , we
can see that America is being
judged today.
   If we search the history of the
planet Earth, we will find that no
people were ever held in bondage
or afflicted by anyone 400 years,
except for the black man here in
the wilderness of North America
(the �Belly of the beast�).
   I beg you, my Brothers and
Sisters, to understand this
Scripture. We are the Chosen
People of Allah. Not those white
people who call themselves �Jews�.
   Study them, and find out who
they really are!
   The Hon. Elijah Muhammad
teaches us that we were born
�Muslims� but we were made
�Christians�.  A Muslim  is a
person who submits his or her will
to do the will of God.
    By nature we are born Muslim,

but then the devil (white man)
steps in and makes us something
other than our righteous Muslims
selves.
   Before the coming of Master
Fard Muhammad, and the rising
up of the Hon. Elijah
Muhammad,our teachers were
white people. They taught us only
that which kept us in total mental
and spiritual darkness.
    The Hon. Elijah Muhammad
says that you cannot enslave a
people who have equal knowledge
of with their enemy!
    We have been under the
American flag and the religion of

Christianity for over 400 years,
and we are not in much better
condition from then until now.
    The Messenger of Allah says
return to your own and accept
Islam our only salvation. Our
biggest problem is that we just
refuse to submit to the Will of
Allah!
    If we were to submit to Allah,
all our problems would disappear
overnight. And the devil would
have no more power over us!
   We were taught that the
whiteman�s rule over us was up
in 1914. But after 400 and some
odd years, we are still dependent

on them for our basic needs!
   When? Says the Hon. Elijah
Muhammad, are we going to
wake-up and realize that this is our
time and we must take hold of our
God-given right and our duty to
take care of our own selves.
   The Hon. Elijah Muhammad
teaches us that in order for us to
rise up, as a nation, we must first
learn the true nature of ourselves!
The nature of ourselves is
Righteousness, And until we learn
that knowledge, and practice
righteousness, we will continue to
put other people in heaven, before
we put ourselves in Heaven!

GOD�S CHOSEN PEOPLE
by

Minister Shaheed Abdul Shabazz

Wayne & Berkley
Fresh Fish Company

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Call: 215-620-5958

All Kinds of Fish Available
Flounder, Salmon, Bass, Trout, Whiting,

 White Fish, Pikeral, Perch, and More

Run by the F.O.I. (Brothers) at Muhammad Temple No. 12

We Ship Overnight to any Lo-
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Customer pays shipping cost

Special
Coupon
Offer

$1.99
per pound

Silver Trout,
Whiting,
Croackers and
Mountain Trout
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   It is often asked by people, �Why
did God Make Devil?�
   It is not a bad question to ask.
And it�s not a bad answer.
   Many people think that the God
that created the heavens and the earth
is the same God that created the devil
or satan.
   We should say satan because  the
meaning is better understood.
   Satan in the Arabic language
mostly gives it that it is a person or
persons that is evil, and their evil is
not confined to ones self.  It�s evil
that affects others. And that is what
it actually means. Satan is a person
or people that is evil and their evil
affects others.
   No. I would not say that the white
man is a decendant of satan because
that would be wrong.
   We didn�t have a satan before the
white man. So the white man is
satan, himself. He�s not a
descendant of satan. He is what he is
in his own sphere or making as you
are. He is not a descendant.
     The God that created the white
man, created him for a purpose of
showing forth wisdom that was yet
hidden in The God that was not
made manifest. This is the main
purpose.
    It is not for a useless thing that the
race was created or made. And it was
not the God that created the heavens

and earth in truth, that made him.
   This is a rebel of that God, that
made this race of people.
   And he made them not to attack
God, as many scholars on Scripture
and on this question of devil and
satan desires to answer. He was not
made exactly for all of that. And the
Man didn�t have all of that in his
mind.
   We would say the God that created
him...What he actually had in his
mind, the idea, was this: To make a
man just opposite to what we were.
Or a people just opposite to us in
general. A different person.
Absolutely without being the nature
of us,  not having our ideas. But a
new people altogether. And to try
them at ruling.
    The main idea was to make a
people that could rule us and not be
us. And not that he
was angry with The
God, and wanted to
attack God, and didn�t
like God�s rule. He
was not that type of
man.
 Yacub was very wise
and he was one of  the
righteous, as the Bible
refers to him as
being one of the
angels. He was.
   And he lost his place

because of what he did. And the
Bible doesn�t give to you a clear
picture of it.
   His fall was not due to him
attacking God in war, as the Bible
teaches, but his idea was wrong.
   And therefore The God would  not
agree that he make his man, in what
we call today, The Holy Land.
   That if he wanted to make the man,
they would agree that he make them
but he must make him out of the
sphere of the righteous people.
   Since his idea was unrighteous,
they exiled him for having the idea
of creating unrighteousness to rule
righteousness.
  And he was so powerful, at the time,
that they were actually afraid to
oppose the idea because he was too
wise a man. He could have caused a
lot of trouble at the time.
  As the time goes on...as I would like
to say, right here, in this phase of the

The following article is transcribed excerpts from a video taped interview of Messenger Elijah Muhammad.
To order a copy  of the video tape this information was taken from, please call (313) 371-7033

Holy Quran (7:27)     O children 
deceiver seduce you, as he expelle
garden, pulling off from them their c
them their shame. He surely sees y
from whence you see them not. Sure
to be the friends of those who believ

    This happened to the Black People
Arabia. He pulled off, from their o
Righteousness and the clothes to co
made them to go nude in the hills 
until the birth of Moses.

     You are warned. You believe yo
invitation to evil and filth of the wh

The
Shyless

The Filth That Prod
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The Honorable Elijah Muhammad
LAST MESSENGER OF ALLAH
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talk, that wisdom lasts or is supreme
until another one that is supreme over
his wisdom or have supreme wisdom
over him. This is the way the Gods
run.
    We don�t have just one man�s
wisdom extending all of the time.
It�s another one. Yes sir.
 Your wisdom of making that radio
over there may last for five or six
years until another man learns to
make a better one. Then when he
learns to make a better one, you still
get that credit for being the first one
to make the radio, but they have
improved on it.
    And when you come back, maybe
100 years from now, you wouldn�t
know your machine at all. So much
improvement has been added.
 Like the folks who  made the first
car, Ford Motor. Alright, if Ford were
to look at his car today, he would say
he was dumb when he started making

a car because look at the
improvement on it. You see?
   It�s not Ford who put all these
improvements on the car, but he was
the founder of the car.
   So it is with wise men  in spiritual
work and other scientists... We have
them coming at intervals or when
one�s wisdom is exhausted another
one picks up and He improves on
what you have done.
   Like the God that divided our
planet. He was wise enough to want
to have his word done 100% and let
every man know that he was to speak
the same language and do the same
thing. And this was against nature.
The world or the heavens and the
earth were not created like that. They
vary.
   And so therefore, this man failed
and he got angry and said well, since
they won�t do like I want them to do
I will destroy myself and them too.

Well, he missed because the
universe is made in such a
way, by the Creator, that you
can�t destroy it yourself and
you can�t destroy the people
of the Creator, regardless to
what you plan.
   As you may think or know,
today, that Russia and
America have the most deadly
and the most destructive
weapons that ever has been
fashioned  by any scientist of
war of the past. But

nevertheless, if they say that they can
destroy the human beings on this
earth three times or ten times, if they
wanted, they can�t do it.
   Regardless to what weapons he
may use to destroy all life on the
earth he will fail, because there is
someone always sitting back behind
the curtain that you don�t know, that
knows what you know. And He
knows an enemy that can destroy the
enemy that  you are fighting.
   This is the way it was in the time
of this man that was trying to
destroy our planet.
   The reason I�m taking up this kind
of talk with you because we�re in a
time that the same thing is in the
mind of this people. They would like

of Adam, let not the arch
ed your parents from the
clothing that he might show
you, he as well as his hosts,
ely We have made the devils
ve not.

e who followed Yakub from
original Self, the clothes of
over their shame; and then
and cave-sides of Europe,

ou are safe in following the
hite race. Wait and see.

The
Disgrace

duces the Filth.
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Brother Malik Muhammad
Shown Here; On his Post

Pushing the Nation of Islam�s Number One Program
(Muhammad Speaks Newspaper) on the Streets of  Detroit

DETROIT, Mich.�In the Name of
Allah, Who came in the person of
Master Fard Muhammad, The true
and the living God to whom all
praises are due.  We forever thank
Him for raising up the Most Hon-
orable Elijah Muhammad (peace
be upon him) from among a
people that had never had a
Warner come to them before.
 Slowly but surely the Spirit of
Allah is making manifest to the
Blackman that the church and it�s
religion called Christianity is the
chain that binds the Blackman in
mental slavery (seeking salvation
where there is none) and thinking
that he must die first to get to
heaven.
This is really a misunderstanding
because heaven is a condition of
life and not a special place.
Heaven is enjoying peace of mind
and contentment with the God of
the righteous and the Nation of the
righteous.  It can be here in
America, in the isles of the Pacific,
or on the continents of Africa, but
it is only a condition of life.
   These are the words of Messen-
ger Elijah Muhammad (peace be
upon him) on page two of Our
Saviour Has Arrived.  �We have
been taught and  believed all of
our lives that heaven was some-
place up in the sky.  This is the
type of teaching that the devil
(white people) have been teaching
us every since they allowed us to
have any kind of spiritual guid-
ance.  Heaven according to the
Lord Of The Worlds (Master Fard
Muhammad God in Person) and
His Messenger is Money, Good
Homes, Friendships in all walks
of life and peace and contentment.
This heaven you don�t have to die
to attain.  This is a true heaven as
there is nothing after a physical
death.
Death settles all. Once dead there
is no heaven nor hell, no nothing,
it�s all over.  This is hard for us to
accept after being taught that we
go up into the sky, but the truth is
no one goes anywhere after they
are physically dead, but back into
the earth from which we all came.
That old tale of  milk and honey
being served to us by angels with
wings and we wont have to work
no more is a fantasy taught to our
foreparents by the slavemaster and
brought down through the genera-
tions to us today.

change his teachings and anyone
who loves the Messenger�s teach-
ing and wishes to help us to build
this heaven we invite you to join
us.
The Most Honorable Elijah Mu-
hammad (peace be upon him)
promised that if we followed this
program and teachings that God
Master Fard Muhammad would
put us in heaven at once while we
live.  Remember Brothers and Sis-
ters, there is no heaven to go to
after your deaths, only back to the
earth from which we came.
Heaven and Hell are conditions
right here on this earth. And since
the coming of Master Fard Mu-
hammad (God in Person) we have
a choice of which one we desire.
 Which do you want?  Heaven at
once or a continuation of Hell?
Join on to your Brothers and Sis-
ters here at Muhammad Speaks in
Detroit Mich.  We are striving
hard to build the heaven that the
Honorable Elijah Muhammad
wished for us all.
 The way the people have gone far
astray, and the conditions of this

This is all part of the hell that the
devil (white people) put our people
in. Stripped of all real knowledge,
wisdom and understanding and
told lies in order to keep us in a
hell like condition.  Trying to love
everybody we learned to love our
enemies much more than we loved
ourselves.
Hell is when you are poor raggedy
living outdoors, always stressed
out and fearful, living through
wars and the rumors of wars, liv-
ing among murderers, tricksters,
liars, fornicators, adulterers, dope
dealers, dopesters, diseases, pain
and suffering and fear of death.
This is a real live living hell, not
someplace where some spirit is
waiting for you to die and then
torment you with fire forever and
forever.
The Messenger of Allah, The
Most Honorable Elijah Muham-
mad taught us for over forty four
(44) years the path to heaven while
we live.  Unite, he told us. �Unite
together like a solid Black Wall,
work together and follow the pro-
grams and teachings of the God I
taught you to follow and He The
God (Master Fard Muhammad)
will put you in heaven at once
while you live.�
No other program by anyone else
will do this, because this comes
from the Lord of the Worlds
through His Messenger, the Most
Honorable Elijah Muhammad
(peace be upon him).  Any pro-
gram that is different from this has
to be in opposition to God�s Plan..
Please understand this.
You can�t take part of it to use and
add your own plans along with it,
or take away from it what the
Messenger  gave to us and expect
it to provide a way to heaven for
you or those you represent.
The Die is Set. God has given His
Messenger the plan to put us in
heaven at once, all we have to do
is to implement it.
We at Muhammad Speaks in De-
troit Michigan are striving hard
to follow the plan of God�s Mes-
senger (The Most Honorable
Elijah Muhammad) and we wish
it to be known that we will work
with anyone that wants the Most
Honorable Elijah Muhammad�s
teaching just as it was given to us
by God�s Messenger.
We are being very careful not to

Heaven and Hell:
Conditions of Life

By Brother Malik Muhammad

world lets all, with vision, see and
know that we must hurry, there is
a lot less time left to this world
than we might think.
Fly brothers and sisters to the
safety net of Allah and His
Messenger�s programs and teach-
ings.  No one knows when the end

of this time will be but Allah, yet
everyone knows that it is close, so
let us hurry and join onto each
other and build us a heaven on
earth.
Thank you for reading this article.
Your Brother In Islam,  Malik
Muhammad.

NORCROSS, Georgia--Most of us have
heard at sometime in our lives that
practice makes perfect.
   However, few of us really have
a good understanding of what this
means.
   The word �practice� and the
word �perfect� are both verbs.
   Verbs, as we are taught, are
action words. So perfect is not
some point that we arrive at and
rest.
   Perfect is an act or series of
actions that is a result of the
direction of  the will.
    Now that we understand how
this principle works, let us apply
the teachings of the Honorable
Elijah Muhammad.
  How do we become perfect? We
must first have a goal in mind.
Secondly, we must have a method
of practice in reaching the desired
result. Then, last, but not least, we
must put the entire practice into
motion.
   Once you begin to apply your
method of practice, you will begin
to realize that there is an �X�
factor, in opposition to your goal,
that you were not aware of.
   This unknown force has puzzled
the best brains on our planet.
   In fact, this has been a problem
that we, the original people, have
been working on for about 76

trillion years.
   In science, there is a law of cause
and effect. And for every positive
action, there is a negative reaction
that takes place.
  Think over this. When you are
driving your car you have to
constantly apply the accelerator
because the force of wind is trying
to slow your motion.
   When you prepare to stand up
out of a chair you must apply your
leg muscles because the force of
gravity is trying to force you back
down.
  So, in reality, perfection really
does not exist. You can not arrive
at a point that has no ending to it.
   Perfection can only be implied,
because, at any time, the practice
of perfection ceases to exist then
perfection will come to an end.
   We can only reach what is called
a state of perfection.

The Great Imperfection
By

Minister Kiel Muhammad

    We  reach that state by
following the restrictive laws that
Messenger Elijah Muhammad
laid out for us.
    If we have a weight problem let
us begin to eat better and exercise
to bring this imperfection out of
us.
   If we have financial problems,
let us begin to spend our money
wisely to bring this imperfection
out of us.
   A state of perfection, the positive
force.
   May Allah bless us all with
knowledge, wisdom and
understanding.
   More next issue, Allah willing.

Minister Kiel Muhammad

 �We can only reach
what is called a
state of perfection...
by following the
restrictive laws that
Messenger Elijah
Muhammad  laid
out for us�
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to destroy the whole entire human
family of the earth, if they are
destroyed. Each one.
   What I mean to say, the scientist
of  Russia and America.
  These war scientist are ready to
destroy each other and has
prepared themselves to do so.
   But a silent Scientist knows
what they have prepared and
knows they can do so if they were
given the freedom. But they will
not be given freedom to destroy
all human beings. You can� t do
it.
    There always is left one from
that same Family at the beginning
who has the key. He holds the key.
And you can�t get the key.
   The key is knowledge of how to
control the power of the nature in
which the universe has been
created in.
    When you are lucky enough to
learn that key, to control the power
of nature, then you can rule
anyone that will rise up as your
enemy.
    There is no people today that
can control the power or the forces
of nature, but a few. There are only
a few. And they are secret. You
don�t know them. If you see them,
you would not know them. And
they have been here all the while.
     What I mean is, when he dies,
he leaves it with his son. Then his
son keeps it. It goes like that.
   There is no such thing as the
scientist of this world being able
to destroy the whole thing, though
they are able to do it, but  they
can�t do it.
   This man was able to do it. He
drilled a tube into our planet, at
that time, which had a diameter
of better than ten thousand miles.
And he drilled a tube, just like you
are mining coal. And he went on
a couple thousand miles into the
planet. Not a couple of miles, but
a couple of thousand miles.
   He put the tube in then he filled
the tube with high explosives. It
was dynamite but it was not the
weak kind that is used at the
present day. That dynamite was
70% stronger or highly explosive
than this that they are using today.
  It was most powerful. And
therefore, he filled that tube up
and let it go. He thought that
would be the end of the whole
thing. But he missed.
   This part, that we are on,
dropped thirty-six thousand miles,
from the original pocket that it

was rotating in, from the blast of
this big explosion. And the
explosion took the part that we
now have for a moon...(and all
scientist or astronomers admit that
the moon was once part of the

earth, or the essence of earth, only
that part doesn�t have any water
on it)....  that part was blasted
twelve thousand miles away from
the original pocket, before it turned
over and lost the water.
   The earth now has the water that
was on that part. And that makes
this part three-forths covered with
water because it has her part.
    It didn�t need to have that much
water in our atmosphere. We have
very much water. But when the
moon and the earth was together,
we didn� t have too much water.....
   ...This thing is very tough to talk
on. As I said in the beginning, The
truth hurts.
   Now there are many of our
people who think the white man
is not so bad after all.
   And he�s not so good after all.
   But we get the nature of a thing.
And nature gives us the whole...
  ...The characteristics of the white
man is evil. He was made like that,
through nature. Now we say,
naturally. He was made, we would
say, the devil. We can say a devil
cat out there. A devil animal. We
could call most any grafted thing
a devil, you see. But actually, when
we say satan, we mean a  man or a
people that their wickedness is not
confined to themselves. It spreads.
And others is affected by their
wickedness. And the white man,
we say, is  The Devil. Why?
Because of his weak, physically,
coming into being from the
original man or aboriginal people

of the earth...
   ...And the origin of it, accord-
ing to the teachings of Master Fard
Muhammad to me, was from a sci-
entist, or god (We see him as a

god) back 6,000 years ago, started,
we say scientific or I should say a
master grafting work on the hu-
man being to produce a new civi-
lization, or a new race of people
from the Original race of people
or Aboriginal people.
   This man, Yacub, who discov-
ered, in the germ of the black man,
that he had two people in him.
And that he had learned, through
study and experiment on germs,
that the second germ could pro-
duce a powerful people that would
be able to rule that which they
came from for around 6,000 years,
until the Father or Aboriginal pro-
duced one superior to his man.
  And that was it. That he could
make, through experimental work
on the germ of man, a people of
what we call today, a white race.
   But before he produced that
white race, he produced a brown
race, he produced a yellow race,
and so on.
  There is his first grafting from
the Black man according to the
teachings of Master Fard Muham-
mad , to Whom we see and know
Him as God in Person, that this
grafting, in the first stage, we had
a brown race of people from a
black people.
   And it took him, according to
the Teachings of God, 200 years
to produce that brown race. And
he kept up the process of killing
off the browner or the darker one

Why Did God Make The Devil?
Continued from Center Page 13

WASHINGTON - Scientists report that
a great explosion killed 90 percent
of all life on earth. The findings
based on in a new study of mete-
orite fragments found in Antarc-
tica, was published in late Novem-
ber, 2003, in the journal Science.
A meteorite fragment is a rock or
stone from outer space.
Asish R. Basu, a professor of Earth
sciences at the University of Roch-
ester, said proof of a massive im-
pact at least 251 million years ago
is in the chemistry found in rocky
fragments recovered on Graphite
Peak in Antarctica. He said the
fragments have chemical ratios
that are unique to meteorites.
   �The only place you would find
the chemical composition that we
found in these fragments is in very
primitive, 4.6-billion-year-old
meteorites, as old as our Earth,�
said Basu, the first author of the
study.
    Such an impact could cause a
huge fireball and send billions of
tons of dust into the atmosphere,
enough to darken the sun for
months. It also would have laid
down a layer of dust bearing the
same chemical composition as the
meteorite.
    Some experts are skeptical that
Basu and his co-authors have
found 251-million-year-old mete-

orite metals, although nobody
questions that the material did
come from outer space. The sur-
prise is that the specimens sur-
vived the weathering on Earth for
so long.
    �Nobody has even seen any-
thing like this before,� said Jef-
frey N. Grossman, a researcher
with the United States Geologic
Survey in Reston, Va. �It is incred-
ibly fresh and that is astonishing.�
David A. Kring, a planetary ge-
ologist at the University of Ari-
zona, said it is clear that material
found by Basu and his team is
from an asteroid...�

Recent scientific report  supports
Messenger�s Teachings of Great
Explosion on Earth Long Ago

�This part, that we are on,
dropped thirty-six thousand
miles, from the original pocket
that it was rotating in, from the
blast of this big explosion. And
the explosion took the part that
we now have for a moon...that
part was blasted twelve
thousand miles away from the
original pocket, before it
turned over and lost the water.�

U.S. Tested �Mother of All
Bombs� at Florida Base

Continued on page 17

 WASHINGTON -- In late November,
2003, the U.S. military conducted
its final developmental test on the
most powerful non-nuclear bomb
in its arsenal.
   The Air Force calls the 21,700-
pound satellite-guided Massive
Ordnance Air Blast Bomb, or
MOAB, the �mother of all
bombs�.
   The United States Air Force, re-
portedly, dropped  the �MOAB�
from a huge Combat Talon cargo
plane onto a test range at Eglin
Air Force Base in Florida.
   This was the final of only two
live tests  before the huge bomb
will become available for use �as
U.S. military  commanders deem
appropriate.�
   The �MOAB� has had just one
previous live test when it was deto-
nated at the same base on March

11, the week before the U.S.-led
invasion of Iraq.
   According to a spokesman for
the Air  Force, there were two pre-
vious inert tests of the bomb.
    The �MOAB� spreads a flam-
mable mist over the target, then
ignites it, producing a highly de-
structive blast.
         The latest test was originally
scheduled for November 18th  but
was postponed until November
20th because of poor weather con-
ditions.
    Messenger Elijah Muhammad
assured us that the Forces of Na-
ture (rain, hail, snow, and earth-
quakes), are the weapons Allah
(God) will use to protect us, which
is why Muslim followers of Mes-
senger Elijah Muhammad�s
Teachings DO NOT carry weap-
ons. Not even a pin-knife.

Have a
Peaceful

and
Successful
Ramadan!

December 1 - December 30
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(success) on that scale before.
We�ve never had that. To
remember that is more productive
than thinking, �Awww, they don�t
know nothing anyway�.
    This is the day of the �textbook
Muslim�. I�ve heard that term
used in a derogatory manner but�s
not really negative.
    All we have and have had are
the books. We have studied inside
and out.
    We KNOW the teachings and
with time understanding will
grow.
   Since we don�t rely on other
people to �lead� us or  �tell us�
the teachings, we are less likely
to go astray because we are so
close to the source.
   We are striving to walk  in the
middle of the road. We can say
with NO DOUBT that 1975  will
NEVER happen to us again, and
us (the youth) are a big  part of
the reason why.
    I do miss what I never had. To
have UNITY, BROTHER/
SISTERHOOD,   BUSINESSES
I do regret the absence of this.
   To walk down the street and see
someone else in a headpice, I do
miss that.
   To see our Messenger�s
beautiful smile, I do miss that. We
all do.
     I respect you all more than you
know (those that  follow the
Messenger still).
   I just feel we need to talk. I  feel
you should give us a break.
  It�s like the old folks (I�m one of
them ) that sit back and say,
�What�s wrong with thse  kids
today?�.
   Well who raised them is my
question. We are from you. You
can�t distance yourself from us.
We are you flesh and blood.
    I can not judge anyone unless
I�ve walked in their shoes. My
intent was just to bring another
argument  to the table. Our
experience is different from yours.
It�s like the old song, �Parents just
don�t understand� ... uhh...  that
was after your time  .
   Well we already know why our
parents didn�t accept the
teachings. Their lives today bear
witness to that.
   I am not blaming you
necessarily, but we can�t be
blamed either.

   We are doing the best we can
with what we have been  given
We are playing the hand we�ve
been dealt, so to speak.
    The elders can not and must
not look down on us because of
our different life experiences. We
come from two different
environments completely.
   We can�t approach it in the
same  manner that you once did.
The structure is not there. The
trust is not there. It�s gone.
   We have been made hard
because we have to be in these
days and times.
   I understand that the elders
have deep pain over what
happened but never forget that we
do to. Very deep.
   There is a reason for everything,
but one can�t help but wonder
what might have been.
   Then we come, STRIVING
HARD, and hear elders (not just
on this site but everywhere) saying
we don�t know this and we don�t
understand  that.
   It may or may not be true but
could it be that we are  just
different from you and that it�s ok
for us to follow the  Messenger in
the way that best helps us
actualize our potential here in the
wilderness?
 I was wondering if it would be
possible for some of the elders to
share some of   their stories about
how it was back then.
   Anything from being on post,
to family life, to recreation. Many
of you take these things for
granted but many of us don�t
know.
   For a long time  I just stayed in
the house like some hermit,
because I thought  that we
couldn�t do anything (recreation).
    I thought everything was sport
and play. Needless to say that
didn�t last long (lol).
   I think we have many
misconceptions about how it was/
should  be.
   We might be making it harder
than it is. Maybe by doing that we
can learn more about you and you
can learn more about  us as well.
    For anyone that wants to
answer I�ll pose these questions:
    1. How did you manage to still
be here in spite of the hell of  that
period (from February 25, 197 to
the present)?
     2. How did you keep their faith

against all odds? How did you
remain sane?
   3. How did you deal with the
loss of friends and the nearly
overnight loss of their entire
community?
    4. What did you do to keep
connected to Allah and His
Messenger during the 20 plus
years of virtual spiritual  isolation
and personal hell?
    5. How difficult was it to keep
your families together after  the
loss of the Temple and University
of Islam after the Messenger�s
passing?
   6. How were you able to raise
your children in the Public
schools?
   7. Who were your friends?
   8. Did you receive criticism and
attacks from those who were your
former brothers and sisters in
Islam for remaining true to the
Honorable Elijah Muhammad?
   9. What was that like, to be
surrounded by traitors and turn
coats?
   10. How did you feel seeing your
National leaders, Supreme
Captain, National Secretary,
Regional Ministers, and the local
official go from teaching that the
white man is the devil, to opening
admitting them into the Temple
as brothers and sisters of the black
man and women?
   11. What does it feel like to now
have to see the  disbelievers,
hypocrites, and devils celebrating
the demise of  this once powerful
black nation of men and women?
    12. Can you tell me of any of
the ones I�ll never see who still
pass in and out of mental
Intuitions, some living in the
streets as crack and heroin
addicts?

Continued from page 9

�The elders can not and must not look down
on us because of our different life experiences�
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DETROIT, Mich.--When you think
of all the stars in the world you
might think of people like Will
Smith, Jeda Pinckett, Hallie Berry,
Whitney Houston, and so on. Why
do we call them stars? Stars in the
sky are lights millions of miles
away from us out in space but they
shine so bright that we can still
see them even from the earth.
People are called stars when the
do a good job in whatever they are
doing. Stars are champions. So
those people are champions in the
entertainment business.
  Since I have come into the
Nation of Islam, I have met
Brothers and Sisters who I think
are the real champions or stars in
the batttle of truth and justice for
our people. They don�t walk across
the red carpet with the lights
shining in their faces and people
smiling and waving at them and
asking for their autograph. That�s
the reward they get in Hollywood
for their good work.
   The real stars get their reward
from Almighty God, Allah, Who
came in the Person of Master Fard
Muhammad in the form of peace
of mind and contentment. They
will get the kind of recognition
that will live hundreds of years
after they are gone.  The work they
do today will help the future
generations of Black people
become rulers of the earth.
The true stars of the brothers in
the battle of Truth,  soldier for
Allah. They fight against
falsehood by taking the truth

(Muhammad Speaks Newspaper)
to our Black people to wake them
up. They work to take care of their
family. They are righteous. They
love and protect their wife and
children. They don�t lie, cheat or
steal. Those are the real brothers,
the soldiers of the F.O.I. (Fruit of
Islam).
The true stars of sisters in the
batter of Truth, soldier for Allah.
They fight against falsehood by
raising and teaching their children
to grow up and be fighters. They
cook their family good food to eat.
They are righteous, They love
their husbands and speak good to
him and of him. They don�t lie,
cheat, or steal.
    My goal is to become one of
these kinds of stars and marry one
of these kinds of stars. I want a
real F.O.I (Friut of Islam) brother.
That�s why I make sure I attend
every one of my M.G.T. (Muslim
Girls Training) meetings, because
The M.G.T. Sisters are helping
and  teaching  me how to get an
F.O.I. Brother and keep an F.O.I.
Brother for life. They�ll teach you
too.

Working to Become and
Marry a Real Star

by
Sister Yvonne Ar-Raqib

FFFFFoster�oster�oster�oster�oster�s s s s s AAAAAppliancepplianceppliancepplianceppliance

Heating-Cooling-Refrigeration
We Do It All!

Air Conditioning -Refrigerators-Freezers-Washers-
Dryers-Stoves-Plumbing-Electrical-Hot Water Tanks

Sister Yvonne Ar-Raqib

Complete repairs with quality workmanship

We Charge By the Job Not By the Hour

Call Now...(313) 891-2478
24 Hour Service
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As Taught By Messenger Elijah Muhammad

BROOKLYN
Muhammad Temple of  Islam
Call For Meeting Location

Brooklyn, NY
Fridays at 8:00  PM
Sundays at 2:00 PM

Min. Isaac Muhammad

(917)803-4736

RICHMOND
Muhammad Temple of  Islam

 Call For Meeting Time
Call For Meeting Location

Richmond, Virginia

DETROIT
Muhammad Temple of  Islam
Call For Meeting Location

Detroit, Michigan
Sundays at 2:00 PM - 3:00 PM

 Alternate Phone (313) 371-7033

Bro. Min. Levi Karim

(313) 922-0801
 Brother Harvey X Potts

 Brother Harvey Shabazz
aka

(804) 343-1033

BALTIMORE
Muhammad Temple of Islam

1132 Homewood Avenue
Baltimore, Maryland 21202

Fridays at 8:00  PM
Sundays at 2:00 PM

Bro. Min. S. Ramadan

(410) 752-2158

PHILLY
Muhammad Temple of  Islam

2725 West Jefferson Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Wed. & Fri.  at 8:00  PM
Sundays at 2:00 PM

Bro. Min. Muntaquin Ali

(215) 232-9940

Continued from page 15

Why Did God Make Devil
and marrying on the lighter one
to the lighter one for another 200
years. Then he had the yellow race
of people. And in this length of
time these brown people were
spreading over the, I would say
migrating, over the earth to find
them a home to themselves.
   And so when the yellow race
was produced they started too,
migrating over the earth. And
from the yellow race about two
hundred years this grafting kept
in process...Well, it was a island
that he was on, according to the
Teachings of almighty God to me,
in the Person of Master Fard Mu-
hammad, to whom praise is due
forever, at that time, 200 years,
keeping up birth control laws.
   This is what he established. He
established it on the island and
there was his lab that he was
working...we call it a human lab
to produce his man. And from this
yellow race, he had a white race,
200 years later, from them. And
this was the end of his work. This
was the man he was trying to get
to. That was a white race.
   And that made it, in the full time
of his grafting out from black-
white, 600 years. And this figure
patterns with the Bible�s teachings
of the man being created in six (6)
days. This is day here is 100 years
each. And it also patterns with the
creation of the universe that the
whole entire universe according to
the Qur�an was also created in six
periods of time.
   And so Mr. Yacub, the mighty
scientist of that time, he produced
his man on six, because the six
pattern was the basis of the uni-
verse, and it was to this number
that he could not further his work

and they would be masters, gods,
any other change. They don�t have
too much knowledge how to
change, as He has not let go yet.
He brought me up pretty close, but
He has not, as yet, opened up, as
we have in Bible and Qur�an, �eye
has not seen and ear have not
heard, and has not entered into the
hearts� of us, what He will do.
   But we�re getting little inklings
now. We are in His Time and we
do know that He is going to bring
about A COMPLETE CHANGE,
as I have studied now for 33 years
since His Coming. I have learned
my own self, from study of His
words what He said to me.
    It won�t be a world like we see
today. Nothing of the kind! Not
even to the Orthodox Muslims.
Their world will not even be con-
sidered in this world.
   The master scientist or god,
6000 years ago, Mr. Yacub, he did
not make this world, your world
on the basis of our world. We have
a completely new world and a new
people in you.
   So will the Great Mahdi, Mas-
ter Fard Muhammad. He will also
build a New World and a new
people and He did tell me how we
would start taking a change in a
new people. Now just exactly what
we would look like. I�m not too
sure, but I do believe that He�s
going right back at the origin, but
He�s going to make a better people.
What I mean to say, a people who
will be more stronger physically
and they will be taught in such a
way that they can live much
longer. An individual will live,
probably a thousand or more
years.
   In teaching something about the
people on Mars, He often would

refer to me, �Just think of them,
living 1,200 of our earth years...�
He said, �...and we die in less than
100 years.� It gave me the idea
that He wants to make a people
that will live a thousand or more
years.
    The Black man was the first.
There�s no record of this Black
man. You have a record of birth
of others, except the Black man.
There is no birth record of the
Black man. He is the Original or
Aboriginal man of the earth. And
we don�t have any, we say, dating
of this man�s beginning of his civi-
lization and whereabouts.
     ... The Black man, he is the
Father of the caucasian race. His
name was Yacub. They call him
Jacob in English, but in Arabic it�s
Yacub. He discovered, in the germ
of the Black man that there were
two people. And in studying the
germ, he learned to divide the
germ. And he said �If I can take
this germ, here, the brown one,
and separated it from the dark one
I can make this brown germ, here,
rule the black germ until the black
germ produces one that is better
than I.�
   And he, being a very wise sci-
entist, he knew what was coming
in the future, so he said, �My man
will live for 6,000 years and he
will rule his Father.� And after
that he says, his Brother will come
from the East and He will eat my
man up, after 6,000 years.
  So this man discovered this, as I
said, according to the Teachings
of Almighty God to me...and it
still can be proven today that the
Black man has two people in him.
By the germ.
    Take for an instance, let�s just
come to the surface first. You go

CAIRO-- Egyptians called for five
�masterpieces�,  stolen from
Egyptian tombs and stashed in
museums around the world, to be
returned to Eqypt.
    On October 25, 2003, the Michael
C. Carlos Museum in Atlanta, Geor-
gia (USA) returned the 3,000-year-
old royal mummy believed to be the
pharaoh Ramses I.
  The museum, reportedly, ac-
quired the royal mummy in 1999
as part of a collection  that reached
North America in the 19th cen-
tury after a family of  Egyptian
tomb robbers sold it to a collector.
   Zahi Hawass, secretary general
of Egypt�s Supreme Council for
Antiquities said reliefs chiseled
out of ancient tombs should be put
back and  treasures smuggled
abroad should be sent home, �and
home means Egypt�.
    Hawass went on to say he
wanted five �masterpieces� re-
turned from museums abroad for
a three-month exhibition in Egypt,
including the bust of Nefertiti in
the Egyptian Museum  in Berlin,

Egyptians ask Westerners to
return stolen treasures

the Rosetta stone in the British
Museum, the Zodiac of  Dendera
at the Louvre in Paris, and two
statues of ancient pyramid design-
ers in German and U.S. museums.

to darkest people that you can find
in Africa, where they have never
been touched by caucasian people
and you will find that one will be
a little shade browner than the
other one.
    And this man set up a birth con-
trol law to take that browner own
and mate the browner one onto the
browner one and kill off the black
and he kept this going for 600
years. First you had a little brown
race of people, after 200 years.
And the next 200 years he had a
little yellow race of people. And

the next 200 years he had a white
race. He killed the Black baby and
saved the brown one. Then kill the
browner one and save the brown
one. Then kill brown one and save
the yellow one...and the last stage
is white...
   That could still be done today.
It is not nothing that is
impossible...But I don�t think that
they want anymore grafting. I
think they have had about enough
of that. The Black is the Original.
He�s the father of them all.

WASHINGTON - The Census Bureau
reports poverty rose and income
levels declined in 2002 for the
second straight year, as the
America�s economy continues
struggling in the earliest stages of
its destruction.
   The poverty rate was 12.1 per-
cent last year, up from 11.7 per-
cent in  2001. Nearly 34.6 million
people lived in poverty, about 1.7
million more than the previous
year.
    The average household income
of white families declined 1.1 per-
cent between 2001 and 2002  to
$42,409.
    In 2002, 16.7 percent of all
kids, lived in poverty, the Census
Bureau reports.

Poverty Rises, Income
Down, Census Says
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DETROIT, Michigan--Good day to
my Black brothers and sisters here
in the wilderness of North
America. I greet you all with the
Muslim greeting of peace, As
Salaam Alaikum.
   Before I begin, I would like to
give thanks and praise to
Almighty God ,Allah, Who came
in the Person of Master Fard
Muhammad, for raising up the
Most Honorable Elijah
Muhammad to teach and guide
our poor, confused beat and
battered people.
   Who told us that Jesus is Lord?
Who said heaven is in the sky?
Who said hell is under the
ground? And who was it that told
us that we would be judged for our
sins after we are dead? The white
man did!
   In order to rule a people you
must strip them of the knowledge
of themselves, God and the devil.
They must be divided and turned
against each other, therefore they
are easy to control.
    Brothers and sisters, we have
been divided. During slavery, the
slave- masters turned the �House
niggas� against the �Field Niggas�
by telling the �Field niggas� that
the �House Niggas�  thought they
were better than them.
   Even today some of our lighter
skinned brothers and sisters think
they are better then the darker
skinned brothers and sisters. The
wealthy brothers think they are
better than the less fortunate ones.
And our children are divided by
gangs � Bloods against Cripts�
Blue against Red, �Black against
Black�.
   The white man�s greatest desire
is to keep the truth from our
people. The truth of  ourselves, our
God and the devil.
   He started this work when he
first brought our people here from
East Asia (Africa). By separating
families. Since the mother is the
first teacher, when a   baby was
born, she would  be taken away
from her child or even killed.
Leaving �Sue Ann� or some other
white lady to give that little black
baby a language and a religion
other than his own.
   How can that little black baby
learn that Allah is God and that

Islam is his religion. If there is no
one there to teach him.
    Sue Ann told our great great
great grand parents that Jesus is
Lord and that to look for our
heaven after we die. In turn, not
knowing any better, they passed it
down to us. And we are now
geared to immediately reject the
truth when we hear it.
   That is why Almighty God,
Allah, came here to America. To
raise the Honorable Elijah
Muhammad from out of the same
mud our people are in.
    He suffered the same suffering
that we did. And knew what it was
like on both sides, Islam and
Christianity.
    He taught us that Jesus was only
a prophet, a righteous servant of
Allah, the same as Moses, Lot,
Noah etc.... So how dare the devil
(white man) stamp the name of
Jesus on their dirty religion.
 Christianity was organized in
Europe by white folks, developed
for one sole purpose, to rule black
people.
    The Honorable Elijah
Muhammad taught us that the
white man is the devil.  Devil is
something grafted from the
original, He also taught that the
Black Man is the original man,
The Maker, The owner, Cream of
the planet Earth, God of the
universe. That he (the Blackman)
was the first and from him came
all.
    On page 15 of the book, by the
Honorable Elijah Muhammad,
�Message to the Black Man� it
says: �The prophets have warned
us of a time that would come when
God would  judge the wicked and
punish or rather destroy the
wicked and give the earth over to
the rule of a righteous people. So
many of us have misunderstood
just what we should expect. What
will god look like? If we expect
the destruction of the devil, what
will the devil look like? How will
we distinguish him? If the devil
should be destroyed, what does
that devil look like? In order not
to follow him to his destruction we
must be able to recognize him so
that he won�t be able to deceive
us.�
    Dear brothers and Sisters, we

have been worshipping and
devoting, to the wrong God for
far to long. And we know, deep
down inside, that something just
isn�t right with that white man.
   What do you think that feeling
is, when you are around a lot of
them at one time?
   They don�t like you. Their very
nature is to deceive you.
    Come to your own kind. Join
the Muslims and get on the side
that the true God, Allah,  will
protect.

Too long have we been
devoted to the wrong God

By Brother Alif  Muhsin

Bother Alif Muhsin
Strong, Young Black Warrior,
Fighting in the Cause of Truth

  Brother Joseph Henry X reclaimed his own in the Nation of Islam
in 1947. Because of his dutifulness, dedication and hard work,
Brother Joseph earned the position of Investigator in the early
1950's.
  Brother Joseph Henry X reported directly to Messenger Elijah
Muhammad concerning activities at Temple No. 7 in New York.
From that day on, he remained a loyal, dedicated  soldier
(Investigator) for Messenger Elijah Muhammad.
  In 1949 he met the Sister Clara Mac Brown, who preceded
him. Out of this union four children were born; Joseph Henry
Jr. X, Salih X, Brenda and Myschelle.
   Brother Joseph is survived by one son-in-law, Clarance; one
daughter in law, Alisha, Six grandchildren, Raymond, Aneesha,
Kijuana, Lamont, Wayde, Elijah. And one great grand, Tyjuan.
Before leaving, Brother Joseph had another grandchild, A�shya,
who also preceded him.
  Our Beloved Brother Joseph was a great supporter of
Muhammad Speaks Newspaper. He acted as an adviser to
Muhammad Speaks in the best manner.  
   We, the Believers in Messenger Elijah Muhammad, will miss
this Great Black Man and we will never forget him.
Visit Muhammad Speaks Website (www.muhammadspeaks.com)
We will sharing with you, some of what Brother Joseph Henry X
shared with us in the form of letters written by him and to him
by the Messenger of Allah, The Most Honorable Elijah
Muhammad.

BROTHER JOSEPH HENRY X

The Sunrise and Sunset
of a True Soldier

May The Peace and Blessings of Allah, Forever be upon him
April 4, 1921 -- October 17, 2003

Study the Teachings of
Messenger Elijah Muhammad

Muhammad Speaks Website
www.muhammadspeaks.com

 Or Call
 (313) 922-0801

Visit
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Karim�sKarim�sKarim�sKarim�sKarim�s
BEAN PIEBEAN PIEBEAN PIEBEAN PIEBEAN PIE

Call (313) 922-0801Call (313) 922-0801Call (313) 922-0801Call (313) 922-0801Call (313) 922-0801

Large 9-inch
Small 4-inch

Retail & Wholesale Welcome

Individual Boxes available
with 9-inch Retail Order Only

We Ship to any address in the United States

Free Delivery, In Detroit,
with a Purchase

of  $12.00 or More

Aknartoon�s Eatery

Karim�s  Bean Pies  Also Sold  in Detroit  at:

Akbar�s Restaurant

Fish King Restaurant Ascend Shop

10300 Woodward Avenue
 (313) 867-3102

12943 Fenkell Avenue
(313) 491-9398

20351 Conant
(313) 893-3455

15851 Woodward
 (313) 865-9701
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We Got Plenty of Heart
by

Brother Lt. Quadus Allah

Philadelphia, Penn.,--In the Most
Holy Name of Allah, Who
appeared in the person of Master
Fard Muhammad whose praise is
due to forever. And in the name
of His last and Greatest Messenger
The Most Honorable Elijah
Muhammad. I greet you in the
greeting of peace and paradise.

As-Salaam-Alaikum

   This article is for every believer
with our Messenger�s truth
embedded in their heart.
  The heart (Teachings) he gave
us, makes us to stand tall and
overcome any obstacle in our path.
To fight hard for the truth of Islam
in our mental, physical, spiritual
and emotional self and soul and
to do the will of Allah Master Fard
Muhammad.
   Every time that heart pumps
(Temple service every Sun 2.00
PM), we know we have the duty
to save our people from this
wicked devil (white man).
   That heart  helps us to plan our
plan and work it in the name of
our Lord and Saviour, Allah and
His Messenger.
   That heart and determination to
know that this great Black Nation
will be the Hear-after.

  We will be in unity, and turned
to each other.
   No more of the savage way of
thinking. No more of the savage
way of dressing. No more will it
be in our heart.
   All praise is due to Allah, Who
came in the Person of Master Fard
Muhammad, for the Honorable
Elijah Muhammad.
   You hypocrites can�t stop this
heart.  You haters of this truth
can�t hurt my heart. You weak
backs can�t stop the success in our
heart.

Brother Lieutenant Quadus Allah (pictured right) puts his heart into Pushing the
Nation�s Number  one Program  with a successful  sale of Muhammad Speaks
Newspaper (the Bloodline of the Nation of Islam)

Allah pumps righteous adrenaline
through our heart that beats long
and hard.
  The hearts of Kings and Queens.
Our heart belong to the greatest
Blackman (besides Allah) of the
original Nation, Messenger Elijah
Muhammad.
  He opened schools for our
children. Businesses for our
families and put love in our hearts
and minds for each other.
    You feared him, devil, when he
was physically alive and you fear
him the same now that you know
he is always alive in our hearts.

Willie B. Gibson. M.D., P.C.

18300 W. McNichols Road
Detroit, MI 48219
(313) 535-9366

For_________________________Date__________
       Address___________________________

YYYYYour Prour Prour Prour Prour Prescription Fescription Fescription Fescription Fescription Fororororor
Good Health!Good Health!Good Health!Good Health!Good Health!

--------------------------------------------------------------M.D.
DEA_________________________________

RRRRR

NON. REF REFILL________TIMES

ALABAMA--The Black Man is
many things. The Black Man is
a Creator, a Maker, a Molder, a
Reproducer, a Master Builder,
a Farmer, and a Hunter.
   Well what do all of these have
in common?  All of these
characteristics are traits of a
Survivor.
    When you break down the
word survivor, you find that the
base word is survive. The suffix
of this word (sur) refers to a
person or a people.
    The dictionary defines the
word survive �It remains alive
or in existence in a time, event,
disaster or development or the
end of a condition; to live
beyond the life or existence.
    Now, one is not a survivor
just because one lives. One has
to be taught to be a survivor.
   No one has been tried longer,
harder and taken farther than the
Black Man and Black Woman.
     Don�t think that we just
started surviving 300 or 400
years ago just because of
slavery. We survived long
before those who enslaved us
were ever even made. And we
made him!
   Black people were once
known as Kings and Queens. To
go from rulers to servants and
still keep their composer has
surely been a trial.
   Look how Black man�s work
has survived  in the worst
environment. For example; the
desert has two elements that
wreck the structure of buildings.
Wind and sand. Yet, today, the
structures  that are commonly
called The Great Pyramids
stand  well  with no signs of
falling or decay.
    Again, look how the Master-
Builders made the pyramids so
that they are not easily broken
into. Even when the grave-
robbers (commonly  called
archeologists) go into the
pyramids, what was expected to
take a couple of months to
explore turns into years, surely
this is the sign of a survivor.

   The Black Man, the Creator,
the Originator, never the
imitator, made and created
things not just for himself but
for the whole world.
   Who made the Arrow? Who
made Bow? Who made a seat
so that people could sit down?
Who made the Bed in which
people sleep? Who made the Ink
and the Paper, people write with
and on? This answer can be
answered simply with words,
The Black Man!
   Who made that bridge so you
can cross the water? The
survivor, The Black Man. In
fact the Black Man is the being
who created language so that
people are able to speak in the
first place. All languages
developed from the Original
Langauge of the The Black
Man, Arabic. Why did he create
more than one language, when
everyone could have  just
spoken one language?
   The Black Man, in his infinite
wisdom, saw that everyone
could not speak the same
language because of the
different atmosphere and
environments. For example a
person born in the desert would
not speak the same way a person
born in the Arctic.
    Why is that so? Because the
person from the desert takes
deep breaths, while the person
from the arctic takes shallow
breaths. So naturally, these two
peoples� speech would be
different.
     Look how the Master
survivor created not made, not
invented , but created everything
you see around you today.
Surely, this is a being that can
jump any hurdle or crush any
obstacle.
    This is just a small fraction
of the accomplishments of a
creator, a maker, a molder, a
reproducer, and a Master in
everything He does. He is the
Supreme of Beings. Who is this
being? This being is The Black
Man!

The Black Man:
The Master Survivor

By Brother Atullah Omar
     Special To Muhammad Speaks From Alabama State University
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FFFFFasting asting asting asting asting TTTTThe Grhe Grhe Grhe Grhe Greaeaeaeaeatest Curtest Curtest Curtest Curtest Cure fe fe fe fe for our illsor our illsor our illsor our illsor our ills
By Messenger Elijah Muhammad

Reprinted from How To Eat To Live, Book 1 (Chapters 6 & 29

Fasting is a greater cure of our ills,
both mental and physical, than all
of the drugs of the earth combined
into one bottle or a billion bottles.
Allah (God), in the Person of
Master Fard Muhammad, has
taught me that fasting, with the
right kind of food, is the cure for
our ills. He has said to me that
there is no cure in drugs and
medicine. And this the world is
now learning. We can take
medicine all of our lives until it
kills us (yet, we are still ailing
with the same old diseases).
The bad foods and drinks that we
are putting into our bodies keep
us a victim to illness. There are
very few nice doctors who like to
tell you that drugs are not good
for you, because they paid for their
learning and want to keep
practicing. But �How to Eat to
Live� is what we want to know
and have wanted to know all of
our lives.
   All men and women want to
know how they can prolong their
lives. Nature teaches us to stay
here in this life as long as we can.
   Nature has never taught anyone
that he should leave this life and
find another one somewhere else,
because we only have one life.
And, if this life is destroyed, we
would have a hard time trying to
get more life, it is impossible.
So try to keep this life that you
have as long as possible. Go when
you cannot stay here any longer.
Allah taught me that one meal a
day would keep us here for a long
time; we would live over 100
years. Eating one meal every two
days would lengthen our  lives just
that much longer. He said to me
that you would never be sick,
eating one meal every three days.
   The fact that fasting is the cure
for 90 percent of our ills is known
by the medical scientists. But,
they do not teach you that. They
know that tobacco, hard whiskey
and alcohol are not good for you
and will shorten your life and kill
you.
   But, most of them are too weak
themselves to stop drinking,
smoking or chewing tobacco. So
they do not teach you that tobacco
and alcoholic drinks made into

what is known as whiskey, beer
and wine are not good for you,
although they know it to be true.
They will say, �Yes, it is good for
you if you are temperate.�
But they know that once you get
started on that stuff it is such an
enemy that it just takes you into
its power and it is almost like
trying to break an iron chain to
get away from the habit. So, do
not use tobacco in any form and
you will live a few years longer.
    Fast once a month for three
days, four days, or for whatever
length of time you are able to go
without food without harming
yourself, and you will feel good.
    Did you know that if you would
stop eating pig and the food that
you should not eat, stop eating
three and four times a day and
stop drinking whiskey, beer, and
wine, you would save much in the
way of money?
   In prolonging your life by
abstaining from the pig, alcoholic
drinks and tobacco, you will also
be adding money to your savings
by hundreds and thousands of
dollars. You will be depriving
those pig raisers, tobacco growers

and alcoholic distillers of millions
of dollars of which they rob you
as they hasten you to your grave.
    You could stop the tobacco
growers from growing that
stinking weed by turning away
from the use of it. And you could
stop the pig raising by not eating
the stinking hog.
    These things are death to your
children in their early ages. They
even affect the reproductive
organs of people in the early ages,
as well as affect the heart, lungs
and your sharpness in thinking.
And, after all of this, you die a
victim of poison and
commercialization.
LEARN TO EAT TO LIVE.
   Under the system of this world,
the baby is born wrestling with life
and death, and death wins this
struggle and throws the majority
of us into our eternal graves before
we reach the age of 50, and the
remainder before we reach the
short age of 100 years � when we
should live 500 to 1,000 years.
And the
weakest one should live at least
100 years.
    Why is our span of life so
short? Because we try to follow
and practice the way of the
wicked, whose span of life was
limited in the beginning of their

time of 6,000 years. And, due to
their lack of the essence of
righteousness, and of eternal life,
they care not for a long span of
life.
   They desire to shorten the span
of life for the aboriginal people,
who have no beginning or ending
� and have done just that �
because we have not lived the way
of their life.
   What we were and what we are
given to eat and drink has
shortened our life.
   The way we live � that short
term of life from 12 to 30 years
� is but a fleeting moment of the
time we should live. The earth is
an old, old earth, and the life that
is in it is our life also. It produces
us and it takes us back, as dead
material to fertilize the life germ
that is yet to be made into man.
   We should live far longer than
we have � as long as we see

where we came from, and that the
material that made up our bodies
is still alive. But, what has
happened to us? We were fed with
death at the very beginning � the
wrong food and drink, given to
us when we were babies by our
wicked enemies, until today, we
think that it is a mistake to
contemplate living 100 or more
years; not to think of 1,000 years.
We think that is impossible.
     But it is no more impossible
for us today to live 800 or 900
years, than it was for Methuselah,
who lived 969 years (each year
carrying 12 months like the ones
we have today).
    The Holy Qur-an teaches us
that a year with Allah has always
 been 12 months. And the
civilizations of earth must count
their years according to the time
it takes the earth to And the

�WE HERE (Elijah Muhammad and his
followers) I prescribe for you the month
of December to fast in...instead of the
regular month that travels  through the
year, called Ramdan by the Muslims�

Messenger  Elijah Muhammad, How To Eat To Live Book 2

   Earlier this year, scientists at the
National Institute on Aging
found, through experimenting
with mice, that fasting or  what
they called �dietary restriction�
results in several health benefits.
  The scientists compared the ef-
fects of two restrictive diets on
mice: limited daily feeding (LDF),
in which mice received a consis-
tently low allotment of food, and
intermittent fasting (IF), in which
mice received no food one day and
unlimited access to food the next.
    LDF mice consumed less than
half as much food and weighed 40-
50% less than controls. However,
the level of health benefits expe-
rienced by IF mice met or ex-
ceeded those experienced by LDF
mice, including reduced insulin

levels and increased resistance of
brain neurons to stress.
    Though the researchers say they
are not sure why fasting is so ben-
eficial,  the experiments with mice
proved that fasting increased in-
sulin resistance, stress resistance,
and life span.
   The scientists say, �Aging refers
to the biological changes that oc-
cur during a lifetime that result in
reduced resistance to stress, in-
creased vulnerability to disease,
and an increased probability of
death. The rate at which aging
occurs is species-specific, suggest-
ing a strong genetic influence. The
only environmental variable that
has been shown to markedly af-
fect the rate of aging in a wide
range of species is caloric intake:

Restricting food intake to a level
below that which would be con-
sumed voluntarily results in a de-
crease in the rate of aging and an
increase in average and maximum
life span.�
    According to the scientists, di-
etary restriction  (fasting) reduces
cancer formation, kidney disease
and reduces the risk of
Alzheimer's,  Parkinson's dis-
eases, and stroke.
    In an earlier study,  scientists
found that mice that fasted every
other day had extended life spans.
     In the new report, the research-
ers said both the fasting mice and
those on a restricted diet had con-
centrations of blood sugar and in-
sulin that were significantly lower
than mice allowed to eat whenever

they wanted. Indeed, insulin lev-
els in the fasting mice were even
a bit lower than the dieting ones.
   At the end of the experiment, the
mice were injected with a toxin
that damages cells in the part of
the brain called the hippocampus.
Cell damage there is involved in
Alzheimer's in humans.
     When the mouse brains were
later analyzed the scientists found
that the brains of the fasting mice
were more resistant to damage by
the toxin than the brains of either
dieting mice or those eating nor-
mally.

Scientists experiment on mice prove
Messenger�s Teaching on Fasting true

Continue on Page 23

EAT TO LIVE!
NOT TO DIE!
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KANSAS--As-Salaam-Alaikum.
    When the Messenger speaks of
using alcohol, he is not speaking
of DRINKING beer, whiskey, or
wine.
   He is speaking of using alcohol
in medicines and for sanitation
purposes.
   The Muslim people were never
given the option to drinking
alcoholic drinks, NEVER.
   If you were caught or admitted
to drinking alcoholic beverages,
you were automatically put out of
the Temple (�F� time) for
violating the Restricted Law of
Islam, which clearly states:
Honor Allah and respect His
Messenger, who is the bearer of
His Message to you and I.
I. No drinking (wine, whiskey,
beer, ale, alcohol, or other
intoxicants).
  If you want to drink intoxicants,
feel free to do so. But do not blame
it on the Lamb of God.

We never fasted with the Orthodox
Muslims as long as the Lamb was alive

By
Brother Muhammad Zahir

Continued from page 22

Children raised on
poison food and drink

Smoking killed five million
worldwide in 2000
     The World Health Organiza-
tion (WHO) estimates  that to-
bacco-related deaths will at least
double by 2030 as smoking takes
its toll of men in the developing
world and more women start to
take up the habit.
    The news comes as the major
tobacco companies, increasingly
under  siege in the industrialized
world, switch their sales efforts to
emerging nations with their ex-
panding populations and rising
spending power.
   Researchers from Harvard
School of Public Health in Bos-
ton, Massachusetts and
Queensland University, Australia
reported in the Lancet medical
journal that  men accounted for
three-quarters of all the deaths, a
figure rising  to 84 percent in the
developing nations where 930
million of the  world's 1.1 billion

HOW TO EAT TO LIVE

   It seems very clear that you are
attempting to justify drinking
alcohol. You don�t have to do that.
  Just go ahead and drink your
booze, if you like. But do not ever
attempt to drag our Holy Apostle�s
Divine Message through your
own personal darkness.
It will not work. YOU ARE
WRONG FOR DRINKING AT
ANY LEVEL! MUSLIMS DO
NOT DRINK ALCOHOL! IN
FACT, WE WON�T EVEN SIT
AT A TABLE WHERE
ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES
ARE BEING SERVED.
    IN FACT, YOU
SHOULDN�T FREQUENT AN
ESTABLISHMENT WHERE
IT IS SERVED, IF POSSIBLE!
   The How To Eat To Live Books
are a collection of articles taken
from the Muhammad Speaks
Newspaper and other
publications.
    There was no �moderation.�
You cannot �moderate� the truth.

And, the Laws of Islam are not
up for moderation.
  Finally on Fasting, we never
fasted with the orthodox Muslims
as long as the Lamb was alive,
unless we were living in their
lands. I lived with them for three
years, and I fasted with them.
   However, when I returned
home, I fasted during the month
of December as prescribed by the
Honorable Elijah Muhammad
because the conditions of
Christmas was still in effect.
   In North America and
elsewhere, we fast during the
month of December to combat the
influences of paganism, which
includes alcohol and drug use, as
well as other immoral behaviors.
Therefore, you must fast during
December in order to ward off
such influences. We do not follow
orthodoxy; never have, never will.
 In the end, some of us will
become their teachers.
      As-Salaam-Alaikum

civilizations of earth must count
their years according to the time
it takes the earth to rotate around
the sun, and get itself into
position.
   That, the astronomers teach us,
will give us a more correct way of
counting the time.
    We and our sons and daughters
are fed on poisonous foods, milk
and water, from the start of life.
  This way of eating like the beasts
soon robs us of life, and we go
away within a few years.
   The baby eats poisonous
animals, fowls and vegetablesw
and drinks milk that is not his
milk, it belongs to the cow�s baby,
goat�s baby and horse�s baby. Here
the child is reared on animals�
and cattle�s food.
    This is why we have such a
great percentage of delinquency
among minors. The child is not
fed from his mother�s breast �
she is too proud of her form.
   Therefore, she lets the cow and
other animals nurse her new-born
baby. And, the baby cannot have
too much love for its mother.
   It loves the bottle that its food
is in � food that his mother
robbed from the cow�s baby to feed

her own baby.
   When the baby reaches the age
of 10, and if it is a male, most of
them begin to indulge in drinking
alcoholic beverages and using
tobacco in one form or another.
    Alcohol and tobacco, with their
poisonous effect upon the male,
cut his life down, as far as his
reproductive organs are
concerned. He is unable to
produce his own kind. And,
nowadays, with dope added to all
of the above-mentioned poisonous
food and drinks, we can easily say
with truth, that the people are
committing suicide.
    In a few days (years), they lose
sexual desires. Tobacco and
whiskey will most certainly
destroy it. The flesh of swine and
alcoholic drinks will give a false
impression of feeling to the victim
that you are strong and able to
finish the course � but you can�t
depend on it. Soon, one finds
himself needing strength again
and again � not to think of how
venereal diseases destroy those
who indulge in the extremes of
life.
   Let us eat to live, as Allah (God)
has taught me.

smokers are to be found, research-
ers from
  The report says the main causes
of the tobacco-related deaths were
heart and lung diseases.
 "Our findings mark the beginning
of an era when the majority of
smoking-caused deaths occur in
developing countries," lead author
Majid Ezzati of Harvard said.
 "Smoking-related deaths will rise
substantially, especially in  devel-
oping countries, unless effective
intervention and policies to curb
and reduce smoking among men
and prevent rises among women
are implemented," he added.
  Ezzati said that although anti-
smoking policies were being
widely implemented in the devel-
oped world, they were lagging far
behind in the poorer nations,
which consequently faced a rising
hazard.

DETTOIT, Mich.-- recently visited
�The Source� magazine�s website
where I found information that
The blue-eyed devil, Marshal
Mathers, aka Emeinem, has
finally been heard by black people
in his TRUE FORM, saying such
things as �Black girls are bitches�,
and �...I don�t like that nigga shit,
I�m just here to make a bigger hit�.
And even �The Bible of Hip Hop�
is having a hard time dealing with
the reality of the devil being made
manifest.
   Hip hop has always prided itself,
protected itself from attack or
maybe even hidden behind the
idea of �freedom of expression�.
     They have turned a blind eye
to 20 years of the most immoral
lyrics in the history of man.
    But now,  Eminem, who just a
few months ago was embraced by
the hip hop community, has been
forced to show his true color
(white),  that he hates black people
like all other devils, the �Freedom
of expression� idea was/is about
to be thrown out of the window.

 According to www.thesouce.com,
three white kids from Detroit
walked in  the office of The Source
with a 10-year-old tape they

up in your face and  you  go call
�town hall type meetings�  to �air
these issues out�.
   Why not unite together and fight
the real enemy! Why wasn�t a
town meeting called before Tupac
and Biggie were killed?
   Stand firm! Now is the time to
stand together and tell the real
truth. Now is the time to admit the
fact what the root of the problem
between Black people and white
people really is.
   We don�t want to hear  about
how good you get along with your
white friends and business
associates!
  THE WHITE MAN IS THE
DEVIL! It is his nature to hate
black! And it his nature to deceive
us to make us think they are not
devils.
   This is the day of manifestation.
Hip hop is in a position to finally
do some real good.  THE PEN IS
MIGHTIER THAN THE
SWORD. Put some cold hard
TRUTH on this beast!
   That�s how you kill the devil,
with truth and righteousness.
Unite and Fight!

Hip Hop at the crossroads
By

Sister Zakiyah Karim

deemed to be �the real Eminem�,
rapping about how he didn�t like
Black girls, and that Black girls
are dumb �whores� and so forth.
   Now The Source is trying to
figure out whether they will
support the rappers �freedom of
expression� or take a stand that
�those comments do not reflect the
spirit of  The Source.
   Black rappers have been hating
on, fighting and killing each other
all along, now this devil gets all
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This is the question asked most frequently by both
the whited and the blacks. The answers to this
question I shall state as simply as possible.
 1. We want freedom.We want a full and complete
freedom.
 2.  We want justice. Equal justice under the law. 
We want justice applied equally to all, regardless
of creed, or class, or color.
 3. We want equality of opportunity. We want
equal membership in society with the best in civi-
lized society.
  4.  We want our people in America whose par-
ents or grandparents were descendants from
slaves, to be allowed to establish a separate state
or territory of their own...either on this conti-
nent or elsewhere.  We believe that our former
slave masters are obliged to provide such land and
that the area must be fertile and minerally rich. 
We believe that our former slave masters are
obligated to maintain and supply our needs in
this separate territory for the next 20 to 25
years...until we are able to produce our own
needs.
   Since we cannot get along with them in peace
and equality, after giving them 400 years of our
sweat and blood, and receiving in return some of
the worst treatment human beings have ever ex-
perienced, we believe our contributions to this land
and the suffering forced upon us by white America,
justifies our demand for complete separation in a
state or territory of our own.
 5.  We want freedom for all Believers of Islam
now held in federal prisons.  We want freedom
for all black men and women now under death
sentence in innumerable prisons in the North, as
well as the South.
   We want every black man and woman to have
the freedom to accept or reject being separated
from the slave master's children and establish a
land of their  own.
   We know that the above plan for the solution of
the black and white conflict is the best and only
answer to the problem between two people.
 6.  We want an immediate end to the police
brutality and mob attacks against the so-called
Negro throughout the United States. 
  We believe that the Federal government should
intercede to see that black men and women tried
in white courts receive justice in accordance with
the laws of the land - or allow us to build a new
nation for ourselves, dedicated to justice, freedom
and liberty.
 7.  As long as we are not allowed  to establish a
state or territory of our own, we demand not only

What the Muslims Want
equal justice under the laws of the United States,
but equal employment opportunities - NOW.
   We do not believe that after 400 years of free or
nearly free labor, sweat and blood, which has
helped America become rich and powerful, that
so many thousands of black people should have
to subsist on relief, charity, or live in poor homes.
 8.  We want the government of the United States
to exempt our people from All Taxation as long
as we are deprived of equal justice under the laws
of the land.
 9.  We want equal education -but separate schools
up to 16 for boys and 18 for girls on the condition
that the girls be sent to women's colleges and uni-
versities.  We want all black children, educated,
taught and trained by their own teachers.
 Under such schooling systems we believe we will
make a better nation of people. The United States
government should provide, free, all necessary text
books and equipment, schools, and college build-
ings.  The Muslim teachers shall be left free to
teach and train their people in the way of righ-
teousness,  decency and self respect.
 10.  We believe that intermarriage or race mix-
ing  should be prohibited.  We want the religion
of  Islam taught without hindrance or suppres-
sion.
 These are some of the things that we, the Mus-
lims, want for our people in North America.

 1.  WE BELIEVE in the One God Whose proper Name
is Allah.
 2.  WE BELIEVE in the Holy Qur'an and in the Scrip-
tures of all the Prophets of God.
 3.  WE BELIEVE in the truth of the Bible, but we
believe that it has been tampered with and must be
reinterpreted so that mankind will not be snared by
the falsehoods that have been added to it.
 4.  WE BELIEVE in Allah's Prophets and the Scrip-
tures they brought to the people.
 5.  WE BELIEVE in the resurrection of the dead -
- but not in the physical resurrection -- but in men-
tal resurrection.  We believe that the so-called Negro's
are most in need of mental resurrection therefore they
will be resurrected first.
      Furthermore, we believe we are the people of God's
choice, as it has been written. That God would choose
the rejected and the despised. We can find no other
persons fitting this description in these last days more
than the so-called Negro's in America.  We believe in
the resurrection of the righteous.
 6.  WE BELIEVE in the judgement; We believe
this first judgement will take place in America.
 7.  WE BELIEVE this is the time in history for the
separation of the so-called Negro's and so-called white
Americans.  We believe the black men should be freed
in name as well as in fact.  By this we mean that he

What the Muslims Believe

should be freed from the names imposed upon him by his
former slave masters.  Names which identified him as be-
ing the slave master's slave.  We believe that if we are free
indeed, we should go in our own people's names - the black
people of the earth.
 8.  WE BELIEVE in justice for all, whether in God
or not; We believe as others, that we are due equal justice
as human beings.  We believe in equality -- as a nation --
of equals.  We do not believe that we are equal with our
slave master in the status of "freed slaves".
  We recognize and respect American citizens as indepen-
dent people and we respect their laws which govern this
nation.
  9.  WE BELIEVE that the offer of Integration is
hypocritical and is made by those who are trying to
deceive the black people into believing that their 400
year-old open enemies of freedom, justice and equal-
ity are, all of a sudden, their "friends".  Furthermore,
we believe that such deception is intended to prevent black
people from realizing that the time in history has arrived
for the separation from the whites of this nation.
  If the white people are truthful about their professed
friendship toward the so-called Negro, they can prove it
by dividing up America with their slaves.
   We do not believe that America will ever be able to fur-
nish jobs for her own millions of unemployed, in addition
to jobs for the 20,000,000 black people as well.
 10. WE BELIEVE that we who declared ourselves to be
righteous Muslims, should not participate in wars which
take the lives of humans.  We do not believe this nation
should force us to take part in such wars, for we have noth-
ing to gain from it unless America agrees to give us the
necessary territory wherein we may have something to fight
for.
 11. WE BELIEVE our women should be respected
and protected as the women of their nationalities are
respected and protected.
12.  WE BELIEVE that Allah (God) appeared in the Per-
son of Master Fard Muhammad, July, 1930; the long-
awaited "Messiah" of the Christians and the "Mahdi" of
the Muslims.
 We believe further and lastly that Allah is God and besides
HIM there is no God and He will bring about a universal gov-
ernment of peace wherein we all can live in peace together.

The Most Honorable Elijah Muhammad
THE LAST MESSENGER OF ALLAH


